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Lecation and Access (Fis. 1)
The .Flathead area is in southeastern British Columbia,
.Canada, in the Rocky M:>untains, a few miles west of the
continental divide." The area takes its name from the north
fork of the Flathead River, which rises in British Columbia
and flows southward into Montana. The area under investiga-
tion is bounded approximately by latitudes 49008° and 49024°
north and longitudes 1140261 and 114045° west, and is about
190 square miles in extent. The southern limit of the area
mapped is about eight miles north of the international
boundary.
No permanent inhabitants live in the area. A few people
work seasonally in logging operations and road building. The
nearest town is Fernie, B. C., to the northwest, about thirty
miles.from the area by road. It is one of a series of towns
built around a once thriving coal mining industry that is






The Flathead area lies in southeastern British Columbia.
in the Canadian Rocky MD~tains. Precambrian to Tertiary
sedimentary rocks are exposed in the area. associated with
Cretaceous igneous intrusions.
The Flathead 1ault. a southwest-dipping normal fault
extends from northwest to southeast through the area. divid-
ing it into two distinct structural and physiographic regions.
On the eastern (upthrowD) side of the fault the Lewis thrust
is exposed. underlying t~e Flathead and Clark ranges. which
are formed of Paleozoic and Proterozoic strata respectively.
Cretaceous strata are exposed beneath the Lewis thrust in
tectonic windows in the Clark Range. West of the Flathe_d
fault Ues the MacDonald dome. a broad anticUnal feature
cut by numerous normal faults. The Howell Creek window. in
the western part of the MacDonald dome. exposes Upper Cre-
taceous strata beneath t~e ~entynine Mile thrust. which is
overlain by Paleozoic and Proterozoic strata. The TWentynine
Hi
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Hile thrust was originally correlated with the Lewis thrust.
Field evidence disproves this correlation and supports the
hypothesis that the TWentynine Hile thrust is a supra-Lewis
thrust underlying the MacDonald dome and adjacent areas west
of the Flathead fault. The apparently anomalous structural
relationships between strata within and surrounding the
Howell Creek window are attributed to post-thrusting fractur-
ing and differential movement within the overthrust plate.
Since the strata of the MacDonald dome west of Flathead
fault overlie the TWentynine Hile thrust while those of the
Clark Range east of the fault underlie the TWentynine Hile
thrust, the throw of the Flathead fault is much greater than
is apparent from the stratigraphic relationships across it.
Tertiary sediments deposited along the downthrown side
of the Flathead fault during its emplacement are over 15,000
feet thick. The relationships between these deposits and
the underlying Paleozoic and Mesozoic strata of the east
flank of the MacDonald dome lead to the conclusion that the
dome developed in two stages; the first during the period
of compression and thrusting, the second at a late stage in
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constructed gravel road leads southeast to the Flathead
Valler via Lodgepole and Harver Creeks. In the Flathead
Valler, this road intersects an older and rougher road that
extends from Crowsnest Pass along an abandoned railwar grade
to Corbin thence via Flathead to the U. S. border. Both
roads are closed in winter. The area may also be reached
from MOntana, but the Canadian Customs post functions only
on days when lumber is being trucked across the border.
~lathead townsite, which will be referred to frequently
in discussion of the area, is a collection of large meadows
beside the Flathead River that was the site for a proposed
coal ~ning town in the 1930's. The coal prospects did not
meet expectations and the town was never built. Today, only
the.ruins of a few coke ovens, a couple of log cabins and an
abandoned sawmill remain.
Within the map area there are many disused logging
trails and seismic cut lines in some of the valleys. MOst
of these trails are impassable for vehicles but facilitate
walkiI:l8.
facknorse trails, which once were the only available





From Crowsnest Pass, the continental divide, which is
also the British Columbia-Alberta boundary, follows the
Flathead Range southward to North Kootenay Pass and thence
southeastward along the summit of the Clark Range. The
highest peak in the Flathead Range. Mount Darrah, rises to
an elevation of 9,036 feet. The Clark Range is lower and
less rugged. Mount Haig, the highest mountain in the vicin-
ity of the mapped area, reaches an elevation of 8,565 feet.
West of the Clark Range is the Flathead Valley, several
miles wide. which separates the Flathead and Clark Ranges
from the MacDonald Range. Flathead townsite lies at an
elevation of 4.800 feet. From Flathead the valley slopes
gently southward and at the international boundary. twenty-
five miles to the south, the elevation is 4,000 feet.
The MacDonald Range is a geographic term used loosely
for all the mountains between the Flathead River and Wigwam
River to the west (Fig. 1). Immediately southwest of Flat-
head townsite there is a dissected plateau, formed by an
elongate dome of Paleozoic rocks, the MacDonald dome, rising
to an elevation of over 7,900 feet. West of this high
plateau. at the head of Twentynine-Mile Creek. northeast
MacDonald Range is a rugged mountain range as much as 8740
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Range proper extends from the mouth of Lodgepole Creek
southeastward into MOntana.
The area mapped lies on the west side of the continental
divide, within the drainage basin of the Flathead River, in-
to which flow many tributaries from the adjacent mountain
ranges.
The Flathead Valley receives about 30 inches of pre-
cipitation per annum, much of it as snow; the precipitation
is greater in the mountains west of the valley than in those
to the east. Summer temperatures may reach the nineties at
Flathead, dropping to sub=zero in winter. Winds are normally
from the west.
Timberline is at about 7,000 feet elevation. The area
was once completely covered by thick forest below timberline,
but a series of extensive forest fires swept the area in the
last hundred years. Today much of the area is covered by
a tangle of fallen tree trunks between which there is a
luxuriant growth of jackpine and decidous brush. In June
1964 a severe storm struck the area causing floods and fel-
ling several miles of forest, mainly in the valleys of Howell
and TWentynine Mile creeks. Parts of these valleys are now
impassable on foot or horseback because of the dense tangle
of fallen trees.
Spruce is the most common tree and covered the entire
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area before the forest fires. Much of the second-growth
timber is pine, particularlY on the large areas of terrace
gravels in the Flathead Valley. In the forests the under-
brush is thick. Alder thickets are present in damp sloughs
on hillsides and in the valleys.
Deer, moose, elk and brown bear have been encountered
in the course of the field work. The area is reputed to
contain grizzly bears but none were seen by the writer.
Porcupines are common in the forests and can cause some in-
convenience by chewing car tires, brake lines and camping
gear.
Previous Geological H.W.
Geological exploration in the southern Rockies of
Canada started little over one hundred years ago. The first
published description of the Flathead area was by Dawson
(1886) who worked first with the International Boundary
Commi~sion and later with the Geological and Natural History
Survey of Canada, now the Geological Survey of Canada.
Dawson first described the Tertiary deposits of the Flathead
Valley, to which he assigned a Miocene age. The Clark Range
was recognized as an overthrust mass by Willis (1902), work-
ing in M:>ntana. He named the underlying t!!.rust he Lewis
thrust. He also named the Flathead fault, west of the Clark
- ------- -- -"'"---==<-~- - ... ---
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Range, and described it as a normal fault, downthrown to the
west, which postdated and cut the Lewis thrust. Daly (1912),
)mapping a narrow strip of country adjacent to the interna-
tional boundary, added to the knowledge of the structure of
the southern Flathead area, although most of his normal
faults were later proved to be thrusts. He applied the term
Kishenehn Formation to the Tertiary deposits of the Flathead
Valley.
o~ Sage Creek, an eastern tributary for the Flathead River.
In his structure section, Link showed the Flathead fault as
an east-dipping reverse fault. In the early nineteen
Subsequent exploration of the Flathead Valley in Canada
was stimulated by early descriptions of coal occurrences in
the valley and oil seepages on the east side of the valley,
near the border. Geological mapping in connection with coal
exploration was carried out by Geological Survey geologists,
Dowling (1914) and MacKenzie (1916), who mapped Cretaceous
and Tertiary sediments near the border. De Bethune (1937),
of the Crowsnest Pass Coal Company described the structure
around Flathead. He interpreted the Flathead fault as an
east-dipping thrust, and the MacDonald dome as a tectonic
window in it. M:lstof the other mapping by coal company
personnel was not published.
Link (1932) and Hume (1933) described the oil seepages
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thirties. several shallow wells drilled close to oil seepages
in Sage Creek (Fig. 2) yielded small non~commercial quantities
of oil from fractured Precambrian rocks above the Lewis
thrust. Other shallow wells were drilled in the Tertiary
sediments in Flathead Valley. From 1951 to 1953 the Pacific
Atlantic Flathead #1 well was drilled close to the earlier
wells on Sage Creek to a depth of 10,500 feet. It penetrated
the Lewis thrust beneath which a repeated section of
Mississippian carbonates was encountered. In 1959. the
Shell Honolulu Flathead d=22~A well was drilled at Cate
Creek. on a breached anticline in the Lewis thrust. ~
echelon from the anticline drilled by the Pacific Atlantic
well. twelve miles to the south. Both wells yielded large
quantities of carbon dioxide on test and were abandoned.
Major oil companies have carried out extensive field
work in the area; but like the work of the coal companies.
most of it remains unpublished.
The fauna of the Kishenehn Formation was studied in
detail by Russell (1952. 1954. and 1956), of the National
Museum of Canada, Who collected from localities in the Flat-
head Valley both in MOntana and British Columbia.
Price (1958. 1959) of the Geological Survey of Canada.
mapped a fifteen=minute quadrangle in the Flathead area. He
later carried out mapping which. with the compilation of all
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other Geological Survey mapping, enabled the publication of
a larger scale map (Done, 1962) of a large region of southern
Alberta and British Columbia (Price, 1962).
Little work has been done in the Montana portion of
the Flathead valley and adjacent areas. Following the initial
work of Willis nothing was published on the area, except for
DalyUs work along the international boundary, until Clapp
(1932) of the Montana Bureau of Mines published a memoir and
geological map of northwest Montana on a scale o.feight miles
to the inch. Ross (1959) described the geology of Glacier
National Park, Montana. His main contribution was concerned
with the stratigraphy of the Precambrian rocks. Childers
(1963) mapped the Marias Pass area in detail, with consider-
able revision of the structural interpretation in that area,
which includes both the Lewis thrust and southward extensions
of the Flathead fault.
In Canada, the Alberta Society of Petroleum Geologists
held its annual field conference in the Flathead area in 1964.
Many papers on structure and stratigraphy appeared in the
Bulletin of canadian Petroleum Geology, Volume 12, Field





The author carried out field mapping in the summers of
1962, 1963, 1964, and 1965. A total of 5\ months was spent
in the area.
All outcrops visited were plotted on aerial photographs
having an approximate scale of 1 : 31.680. Geological
boundaries were drawn directly on the photographs in the
field or plotted from photogeological study. The information
from the photographs was transferred to topographic base maps
with a scale of two inches to the mile. The base maps were
produced by photographic enlargement of 1 : 50,000 National
Topographic Series sheets.
Stratigraphic sections were measured with a tape or a
hunter's rangefinder. In most cases it was not practicable
to measure stratigraphic thicknesses directly; thus most of
the thicknesses were computed from measurements of taped or
"rangefound" distance, slope and azimuth of line of measure-
ment, and attitude of the beds concerned.
A few comments on the use of a rangefinder may be of
interest, for it is not a commonly used instrument for sec-
tion measuring. The model used, about twelve inches in
length, made by Wild of Heerbrug. Switzerland, is a
coincidence-type finder, essentially similar to a camera
rangefinder. Although the rangefinder is inherently a little
•
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less accurate than a cloth tape, errors due to bending of
the tape by wind or by rough ground are eliminated. Measure-
ments of several hundred feet are possible and distances to
inaccessible points can be measured. It is excellent for
reconnaissance work, although the greatest asset for the
author was that section measurement could be accomplished
without a field assistant. The disadvantages of the in-
strument are its limited accuracy, the impossibility of
measuring distances of less than 100 feet, and the im-
practicality of measuring to geological boundaries. for they
do not usually give the contrasty images that are necessary
for accurate registration in the rangefinder eyepiece. The
Sections are plotted on a scale of 1 inch 100 feet.
manufacturer gives the following figures for the accuracy
of the instrument:
+ 1.3 % at 150 feet.-
+ 2.6 % at 300 feet.-
+ 5.3 % at 600 feet.-
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Paleozoic. Mesozoic. and Tertiary sedimentary rocks are
exposed in the Flathead area. overlying unmetamorphosed and
slightly metamorphosed Proterozoic strata of the Purcell
System. The sequence includes volcanic rocks in the Purcell
and Cretaceous parts of the section. Precambrian and Cre~
taceous intrusive igneous rocks. probably associated with
the volcanics, are found locally in parts of the Flathead
area.
From the time of deposition of the Precambrian rocks
up to the time of Laramide deformation of the area, tectonic
activity was confined to vertical movements only, with very
minor tilting. Although there are large stratigraphic
breaks in the Precambrian through Cretaceous sequence. for
example. from the Proterozoic to the Middle cambrian and
from Middle Cambrian to Middle Devonian. there are no angular
unconformities. During the tectonic evolution of the area.
15
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the rocks behaved structurally as a single conformable
sequence. Significant angular unconformities occur only
within and at the base of the Tertiary deposits that were
laid down concurrently with the late stages of the Laramide
orogeny.
Much of the stratigraphic information in this section
is compl1ed from published literature, supplemented by data
from sections measured by the author and observations of
other outcrops. Some formation thicknesses are necessarily
approximate, for they are not all present in their entirety
in the mapped area.
Formation names used are those in use throughout the
southern Rockies and foothills of western Canada. Their
recognition by the author is almost entirely on the basis
of lithology. Unless otherwise noted, formation boundaries
shown on the map and described in the text are identical to
those used by the Geological Survey of canada.
All localities referred to in this section are shown in
Figure 2 or Figure 35.
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In the area mapped, Proterozoic sedimentary and slightly
metamorphosed sedimentary rocks of the Purcell System, with
volcanic and associated intrusive rocks, are exposed in the
Clark Range as a part of the Lewis thrust plate and in north-
east MacDonald Range, (Fig. 3). The Purcell System includes
many units of the Belt Series of northwest Montana. Up to
9,000 feet of Purcell strata are present in the northern part
of the Clark Range, overlying the Lewis thrust. The sequence
thickens southward and in the southern part of the Clark
Range up to 16,000 feet of Purcell strata are present (Price.
1964).
The Purcell System in the Clark and adjacent ranges has
been described by Daly (1912) who first applied formation
names of the Belt Series of Montana to their equivalents
north of the border. Burne (1933), Rage (1943), Douglas (1952),
Reesor (1957) and, most recently, Price (1962, 1964) have
described the system in greater detail for many areas in
western Canada. In northwest Montana, the Belt Series is
discussed in recent publications by Ross (1959, 1963) and
Childers (1963). The most complete sequence of Purcell strata
is present in the Clark Range.















Figure 3. Distribution ofPurcell Systemin the Flathead
area.
ModiFied oner Price, I 962.
o, Scale 5I
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Figure 4. View north across Cate Creek showing Waterton
Formation and overlying receding unit of the low-
er Altyn, overlain by cliff~forming upper Altyn.
Beds in the foreground are Upper Cretaceous Belly
River strata beneath the Lewis thrust.
Figure 5. Waterton Formation. Cate Creek, showing lithology
and small~scale faulting.
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Formation is present t~roughout the Clark Range, immediately
overlying the Lewis thrust, and is exposed mainly around the
edges of the range. It is the oldest formation exposed in
the Flathead area. In the mapped area the Waterton is ex~
posed in the western part of the Clark Range, in the valleys
of St. Eloi Brook, cate Creek, Haig Brook and M1ddlepass
Creek.(Fig. 3). The underlying Lewis thrust and .subthrust
Cretaceous st~ta are· exposed in cate Creek and Haig Brook.
The Waterton is a Cliff-forming unit,co,nsisting of
dolomites and limestones, typically cryptogranular with ar-
gillaceous and silty bands, thin bedded, cream and buff
weathering, the silty bands commonly forming thin resistant
ribs. No accurate thickness can be given because, in ex-
posures in the Western Clark Range, the formation is tec.-
tonically thickened by innumerable small thrusts in the zone
of imbrica~ion above the Lewis thrust. At cate Creek and
Haig Brook the Lewis thrust is overlain by not more than
1,000 feet of imb~icated Waterton, representing an estimated
true thickness of about 500 feet. On the northeast side of
the Clark Range, seven miles away, Norris (1959) states that
440 feet of Waterton strata overlie the Lewis thrust. At
Sage Creek, eight miles north of the international boundary,
in southwestern Clark Range (Fig. 3), the Pacific Atlapt~c




Waterton strata above the Lewis thrust. In southeastern
Clark Range, in Waterton National Park, Douglas (1952)shows
up to 1,600feet of Waterton overlying the Lewis thrust in
his structural cross-sections. The similarity of thicknesses
of Waterton strata overlying the Lewis thrust on either side
of the Clark Range, both in the north and south, shows how
closely ,theunderlying Lewis thrust parallels the bedding of
the hanging wall strata.
Altyn Fbrmation: The Altyn has been divided into three
informal members in southeast Clark Range (Douglas, 1952).
Within the mapped area, the Altyn is more conveniently divis-
ible into two members. The lower member is well exposed be-
tween Cate Creek and Haig Brook on the east shoulder of
Tombstone MOuntain (Fig. 39~)where it is about 500 feet
thick, consisting of argillaceous limestones and dolomites,
sublithographic, fissile, gray platy and flaggy weathering,
with interbedded argillites. Price (1964)correlates this
member, which is a relatively non-resistant unit, with the
lower two members of southeastern Clark Range. Forming the
striking east cliff of Tombstone MOuntain, the upper member
of the Altyn is 900 feet thick, comp~ising hard dark gray
dolo~tic argillites and argillaceous dolomites, gray and
brown splintery and angular blocky weathering.
The Altyn Formation shows considerable thickness and
-------------------
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facies changes in the Clark Range and interfingers with the
overlying Appekunny Formation. Price (1962) defined the
contact as the base of the lowest green argillite but it is
unlikely that such a boundary represents the same horizon
everywhere in the Clark Range. Some complex structures mapped
by Price (1959) on the north side of Packhorse Creek may be
more simply interpreted as interfingering of contrasting
lithologies at the Altyn and Appekunny contact.
In the Clark Range, the Altyn attains a maximum thick-
ness of about 4,000 feet in the vicinity of Sage Creek (Price,
1962)•
Appekunny Formation: The Appekunny crops out extensively
in the Clark Range. In the Flathead area it occupies much
of the area between Gate Creek and North Kootenay Pass. The
typical lithology is thin-bedded dark green argillite, com-
monly silty, with interbedded fine- and medium-grained green
quartzitic sandstones and quartzites, some of which are cross-
laminated, near the base. Price (1962) gives a thickness of
1,500 to 2,000 feet for the Clark Range as a whole. In
northwestern Clark Range the thickness is about 1,500 to
1,700 feet. The contact with the underlying Altyn has been
described., The contact with the overlying Grinnell is marked
by a change in color from green (Appekunny) to red (Grinnell).
Grinnell FOrmation: In the map area, the Grinnell For-
-._---------------------------- -
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mation is exposed between Pollock Lookout and St. Eloi Brook
(Fig. 2). It is a distinctive unit. although not resistant,
composed of thin bedded red and maroon argillites with sub-
ordinate green and pink thin beds of sandstone, and quartzites
increasing downward. Within the map area the thickness is
about 350-400 feet, increasing southward. Price (1962) re-
ports a 'thickness of 1.700 feet in the vicinity of Sage
Creek, in southwestern Clark Range.
Siyeh Formation: The Siyeh Formation consists largely
of gray limestones and dolomites, commonly argillaceous and
silty. cryptogranular, fissile. thin bedded and laminated,
buff or cream weathering. Within the mapped area the Siyeh
is exposed on the east and south slopes of Hollebeke MOuntain
(Fig. 2). Douglas (1952) divided the formation into three
members. The thin basal member is transitional with the
underlying Grinnell and includes red argillites. The middle
member. which makes up the greatest part of the formation,
consists of limestones and dolomites as described above, with
abundant stromatalites. The topmost unit consists of red
and green argillite and limestones. The highest beds of
this unit are thin~bedded ripple-marked maroon argillites.
!he Siyeh is about 1.100 feet thick near North Kootenay Pass.




Purcell~: The Purcell Lava is a prominent marker
which is exposed through much of the central part of the
Clark Range. The Clark Range has an overall synclinal
structure and the Purcell Lava and higher Proterozoic strata
outcrop close to the axis of the syncline and at the plunging
end of the Clark Range. near North Kootenay Pass. It is a
resistant unit. consisting of chloritized andesite flows as
much as 70 feet thick (Price. 1962),having an aggregate
thickness of about 300 feet near North Kootenay Pass. TYP-
ically the lava is dark green and purple, composed of sodic
plagioclase, chlorite and hematite with chlorite- and calcite-
filled amygdules. Figure 9 is a photomicrograph of spilitic
lava from the base of the unit.
Hunt (1962)obtained potassium/argon radiometric age
determinations for a hornfels beneath the lava in Waterton
National Park and for a sill in Glacier National Park,
Montana. The ages determined were 1,075x 106 years for the
hornfels and 1,100x 106 years for the sill.
Thin flows similar to the Purcell Lava occur at other
horizons within the Purcell System and small dikes and thin
sills contemporaneous with the lava occur lower in the sec-
tion in both the Clark Range and in the Lewis and Living-
stone ranges in MOntana. Figures 6 and 7 show a small gab-
broic intrusion in the Appekunny formation, consisting of
ltz _
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Figure 6. Glomeroporphyritic gabbro dike. probably contem-
poraneous with the Purcell lav~in the Appekunny
Formation. south side of St. Eloi Brook. Stellate
aggregates are plagioclase phenocrysts.
Figure7. Ph~~ of gabbro shown above. The groundmass
is composed of intergranular oliVine, plagioclase
and chlorite. A large altered plagioclase pheno-
cryst occupies the left half of the pliotograph.
Crossed nicols, x 12. Sample no. PRC 30-20
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Figure 8. West-dipping Purcell sequence on ridge southeast
of North Kootenay Pass. From right to left:
Siyeh Formation (light colored. cliff-forming).
Purcell Lava (dark colored unit) Sheppard Forma-
tion (light colored. well beddedS. overlain by the
Gateway Formation, lliil?M north from Hollebeke Mtn.
Figure 9. Photomi rograph of ~Jrcel1 r~va. Laths of andesine
in hematite with chlorite pseudomorphs (light gray).
chlorite and calcite in amygdules. Crossed nicols.
x 12. Sample No. PRC 30Ql
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plagioclase in the groundmass and as stellate aggregates of
phenocrysts, with abundant olivine. extensively altered.
Sheppard Formation: The Sheppard is a relatively thin
receding unit overlying the Purcell Lava. Price (1962) de-
scribes the Sheppard as a sequence of light colored fine
grained crystalline dolomites, yellow, red and gray fine
grained sandstones, and argillites. Near North Kootenay
Pass the section includes a three~foot lava flow, overlain
by light gray cryptogranular dolomites and underlain by a
green argillite, Stromatolites occur in the Sheppard on
Hollebeke Mountain, (Fig. 10). The Sheppard Formation is
distinguished in the northwest Clark Range by its yellow
weathering appearance, which contrasts with the overlying
red beds of the Gateway and the underlying dull brown- to
black weathering Purcell Lava. Thickness of the Sheppard is
about 160 feet in the vicinity of North Kootenay Pass, in-
creasing to 900 feet in the southern part of the Clark Range
(Price, 1962).
Gateway Formation: The Gateway Formation is exposed
along the east side of the Flathead Range and at North
Kootenay Pass. It can be divided into two members. The
lower member consists of green and red slightly dolomitic and
calcareous argillites that weather to a distinctive red and
maroon color. The argillites are ripple-marked and salt
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10. Stromatolites in the Sheppard Formation,
Hollebeke Mountain.
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casts and mud cracks are common in the red argillites. At
NOrth Kootenay Pass the lower member is 600 feet thick. In
the same area the upper member is 500 feet thick. It con-
sists of green argillites and dolomitic argillites, with
interbedded green argillaceous sandstones, and weathers
yellow and green.
The Gateway Formation thickens southward from North
Kootenay Pass to about 2.500 feet in southwest Clark Range
(Price. 1962).
Phillips Formation: The Phillips Formation crops out
in the Flathead Range and at North Kootenay Pass. Scattered
exposures also occur in the valley of TWentynine Mile Creek.
It is a conspicuous red weathering sequence of fine to
coarse=grained red sandstones and quartzitic sandstones,
with subordinate green and purple argillite. According to
Price (1962) it varies in thickness from 500 to 700 feet in
the Clark Range, where it is overlain conformably by the
Roosville Formation. At North Kootenay Pass, where it is
overlain unconformably by the Cambrian Flathead Formation,
Price (1959) gives a thickness of 400 feet, while the writer
measured a thickness of 615 feet, in a gully about 4,000
feet to the wes t (Appendi~ C.Section 1). This represents an
angular discordance of three degrees between the Phillips
Formation and the overlying Flathead Formation, in an east-
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west direction.
In parts of the Clark Range and in the MacDonald Range,
the Phillips Formation is overlain conformably by the Roos-
ville Formation, which in turn is overlain unconformably by
the Flathead Formation.
Roosville FOrmation: The Roosville Formation overlies
and grades down into the Phillips Formation. It consists of
green argillites, quartzites and quartzitic siltstones and
silty argillites. In the map area the only exposures are
in northeast MacDonald Range and between Howell and TWenty-
nine Mile Creeks. It is not present in the northwest part
of the Clark Range. Price (1962) states that there are 1,800
feet of Roosville strata south of TWentynine Mile Creek.
This figure should be regarded as tentative for there are
very few outcrops and nothing is known of the structure. In
southern Clark Range, up to 2.000 feet of Roosville strata
are present in the vicinity of Sage Creek (Price, 1962).
At Windsor Mountain. in central Clark Range, Price
measured an angular discordance between the Roosville and




Flathead FOrmation: The Flathead FOrmation rests with
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slight angular unconformity on the Phillips and Roosville
formations. If it is assumed that the Precambrian strata
had a uniform tilt over a large area at the time of deposi-
tion of the Flathead. the apparent angular discordances
measured by Price (1962) and the author at localities eighteen
miles apart may be combined to give a resultant Precambrian
dip relative to the Flathead FOrmation of about four degrees
to the south=southwest. Such an assumption may not be valid,
however.
At North Kootenay Bass. where the Flathead Formation is
exposed. the writer measured thicknesses of 97 and 115 feet
in localities half a mile apart. The predominant lithology
is a clean though poorly sorted quartzite with conglomerate
lenses. It also is exposed extensively in northeast Mac-
Donald Range and in scattered outliers in the central part
of the Clark Range. outside the map area.
Burton Formation: The Burton Formation is 190 feet
thick at North Kootenay Bass. It consists largely of green
shale. with subordinate maroon shale and minor interbedded
thin dolomites. Price (1962) reports the occurrence of
early Middle Cambrian trilobites from the upper half in
Flathead and Clark ranges. The contacts with the underlying
quartzite and overlying limestones of the Elko Formation ar~
gradational. Thicknesses elsewhere range from 150 feet in
35
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the MacDonald Range to 275 feet in the Clark Range (Price,
1962)•
Elko Formation: The Elko Formation is a prominent
cliff=forming limestone and massive dolomite unit overlying
the Burton and overlain disconformably by Devonian strata.
At North Kootenay Pass it consists of a lower unit, 126 feet
thick. comprising thin=bedded limestone and argillaceous
limestone with green shale partings, and an upper unit, 245
feet thick, of cliff=forming light gray fine-grained dolo-
mites. The Elko is exposed in scattered erosional remnants
Fairholme Group: The Fairholme Group has been studied
in the Clark Range. At Windsor Mountain, eighteen miles
southeast of North Kootenay Pass, the formation is 660 feet
thick, consisting entirely of mottled massive dolomite. The
Elko also occurs in northeast MacDonald Range and on the
ridge between Howell and TWentynine Mile Creek, where it is
from 300 to 400 feet thick and includes beds of brown sugary
dolomite with 40 feet of limestone at the base.
No fossils have been found in the Elko Formation. It
has been assigned a Middle and/or Upper Cambrian age on the




extensively in the Alberta Rockies and plains where it in-
cludes several important petroleum reservoirs. Although the
Fairholme Group is readily recognizable in southeastern
British Columbia on the basis of stratigraphic position,
lithology and fauna. the standard formational subdivision
first used by Mclaren (1955) in the Rockies north of Bow
Valley is not applicable to the Flathead area. Because of
this. the Fairholme has been mapped by the author as a single
lithologic unit resting disconformably upon the dolomite of
the Cambrian Elko formation and overlain by the silty dolo-
mites of the Alexo Formation. After most of the mapping of
the thesis area was completed. Price (1964) published a
detailed account of the Devonian stratigraphy of the Flat-
head Range and nearby areas. in which he used some existing. .
formation names and proposed two new ones, the Bollebeke and
Borsato formations. designating North Kootenay Pass as their
type section. Section 2. Appendix ~, which was measured at
North Kootenay Pass by the author in 1958 has been included
to show the subdivision of the Devonian set up by Price, and
to show the faunal assemblages in the group. According to
Price (1964) the Fl!-irholmeis Late Devonian. However, some
workers (Taylor. 1957) believe that the lowest beds are
Middle Devonian.
The Fairholme is a carbonate sequence which includes
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limestones. dolomites and shaly limestones in the Flathead
area. The basal unit. about 360 feet thick, consists of
microcrystalline gray and brown dolomites and fossiliferous
micritic limestones, with interbedded collapse breccias that
pass laterally into undisturbed limestones. The breccias are
massive and form prominent white=weathering cliff bands.
This unit was named the Hollebeke Formation by Price (1964).
Overlying the Hollebeke Formation is a sequence of fine
grained sugary and vuggy brown massive dolomites, similar
lithologically to the Cairn Formation (Mclaren, 1955) of the
Alberta Rockies and named the Borsato Formation by Price
(1964). The Borsato is 155 feet thick at North Kootenay
Pass. The formation thickens both to the north and south-
east and thins slightly in a westerly direction. In the map
area the Borsato is overlain conformably by the Mount Hawk
Formation which consists of argillaceous dark gray crypto-
granular limestones and argillaceous limestones containing
abundant corals and brachiopods, and scattered interbedded
calcareous shales. The formation is 460 feet thick at North
Kootenay Pass, increasing northward to 570 feet at Mount
Coulthard (Fig. 2). Between these localities the shaly
limestones of the Mount Hawk pass laterally into massive
dolomites of the Peechee Member of the Southesk Formation.
In addition to passing laterally into the Southesk Formation,
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the MOunt Hawk is overlain by the upper members of the
Southesk. lmmediately overlying the MOunt Hawk at North
Kootenay Pass is a 70=foot sequence of light gray and brown
microcrystalline dolomite, the Grotto Member, which is in
turn overlain by the Arcs member, a cliff=forming white
microcrystalline dolomite unit 160 feet thick. Locally
there is a thin quartzite about 40 feet below the top of
the unit.
Figure 11 shows the relationship between the units in
the Fairholme Group.
Alexo Formation: The term "Alexo Formation" is re-
tained in this thesis although the unit was re-named the
°Sassenach Formationo by Price (1964). The 'Sassenach' in-
cludes a dolomite unit identical in lithology to the under-
lying Southesk Formation. from which it is separated by a
thin.quartzite. The thin quartzite taken by Price as the
base of the ISassenach ° is of limited lateral extent and is
overlain by dolomite identical to the uppermost dolomites of
the Southesk Formation. The unit mapped as Alexo by the
author corresponds to the upper part only of the ISassenach'.
In its restricted sense, the Alexo consists largely of
cream and light gray silty microgranular dolomites, with
thin collapse breccias. The siltier beds are commonly finely
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overlying the cliff=forming Arcs dolomite and overlain by
the massive cliff=forming limestones of the Palliser Forma-
tion. The contact with the Palliser is gradational over a
few feet but at some localities is marked by a thin dolomite
breccia.
The Alexo is 40 feet thick at North Kootenay Pass and
53 feet thick at MOunt Coulthard to the north. According to
Price (1964) it thins to as little as 25 feet across the
reef development near MOunt Darrah. Price (1964) also re-
ports a thickness of about 60 feet ip northeast MacDonald
Range that. from his lithological log. appears to correspond
with the Alexa (restricted).
Palliser FOrmation: The Palliser Formation is a
prominent cliff=forming unit. perhaps the most striking
formation in the Paleozoic succession of the southern RockY
Mountains of Canada. It is exposed in the Flathead Range.
MacDonald dome and northeast MacDonald Range. Two members.
first proposed by DeWit and McLaren (1950).are recognizable.
The lower member. the Morro. consists of massive gray-brown
cryptogranular limestone. large thicknesses of which contain
microcrystalline brown dolomite in a reticulate tracery
throughout the rock. The upper member, the Costigan. is
thinner and consists of thin= to thick-bedded cryptogranular
dark gray micritic limestone containing varying amounts of
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bioclastic material, with fossils near the top. The Costi-
gan is rather less resistant to weathering. At MOunt Darrah,
in the Flathead Range, the Morro and Costigan are 500 and
160 feet thick respectively (Price, 1959). The correspond-
ing thicknesses are 619 and 184 at MOunt Coulthard. One
mile west of North KOotenay Pass the palliser as a whole is
600 feet thick, while in the MacDonald dome, the writer
measured thicknesses of 517 and 123 feet for the MOrro and
Costigan respectively.
Mississippian
Exshaw Formation: The Exshaw Formation is a thin
black shale unit that rests disconformably upon the Palliser
Formation. It occurs in the Flathead and northeast Mac-
Donald ranges, and in the MacDonald dome. Exposures are
poor and outcrops are deeply weathered. The lithology is a
hard black thinly bedded brittle organic shale, weathering
to black yellow-stained rubble. In the subsurface the
Exshaw is characterized by a pronounced gamma ray increase
on radioactive logs.
Thickness of the formation varies from 30 to 36 feet
in the Flathead Range. Thirty feet or more of black shale
are exposed in the MacDonald dome. To the west, at Cabin
Pass (Fig. 2), the Exshaw is about 40 feet thick (Oswald, 1964b).
-----------------------
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The Exshaw grades upward and laterally into the Banff
Formation.
Banff FOrmation: The Banff Formation is present in the
Flathead Range, MacDonald dome and northeast MacDonald
Range. Immediately overlying the Exshaw is a lower non-
resistant unit, consisting of brown and black calcareous
shales with interbedded black chert. partly replacing silty
limestone. The upper unit is resistant and forms prominent
cliffs in the Flathead and northeast MacDonald ranges. It
is made up of gray and brown limestones. argillaceous and
dolomitic in part. In the Flathead Range chert occurs
throughout this unit. The contact with the overlying
Livingstone Formation is taken at the base of the first
thick coarse-grained crinoidal limestone.
At MOunt Darrah. in the Flathead Range (Fig. 2). the
lower unit is 140 feet thick, and the upper cliff-forming
unit is 565 feet in thickness. At the south end of the
range the Banff is 610 feet thick (Price. 1959). In the
MacDonald dome the lower unit is not exposed in the section
measured by the writer, nor is the Banff-Exshaw contact.
The aggregate thickness of the two formations is 570 feet.
of which about 540 feet are of the Banff Formation.
Southwest of the mapped area, at Cabin Bass (Fig. 2).
the Banff is about 900 feet thick (Price. 1962), increasing
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1964b).
northwestward to about 1.100 feet in the Fernie area (Oswald,
The lithology of the upper part of the Banff is similar
to that of the overlying Livingstone, and beds typical of
one formation are found in the other. Consequently the
contact is picked at different horizons by different workers,
making correlation difficult.
Rundle Group: The major subdivisions of the Rundle
established by Douglas (1958) in the MOunt Head area,
Alberta, .are recognizable in the Flathead area as mappable
units. At the base of the Rundle, the lowest unit, the
livingstone Formation. consists largely of massive crinoidal
limestones. Overlying it. the Mount Head is an alternating
series of crinoidal and fine-grained limestones. At the
top, the Etherington,Formation is typified by silty dolomites.
The age of the group ranges from Osage to Chester according
to Oswald (1963). Section 4, Appendix C, was measured by
the author in the MacDonald dome.
Livingstone Formation: The Livingstone Formation is
the most resistant part of the Rundle. It consists largely
of light gray and white cream coarse-grained crinoidal lime-
stones, massive and cliff-forming. Scattered receding zones
in'the sequence ilreformed of poorly cemented crinoidal
limestones of fine-grained dolomitic limestones. The contact
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with the underlying Banff is diachronous, as is the contact
with the overlying M:lunt Head Formation. The lower two
members of the MOunt Head are similar in lithology to the
Livingstone, into which they pass laterally (Price, 1962).
In the Flathead Range the Livingstone is 1,370 feet thick
(Price, 1959). In the MacDonald dome the writer measured
a thickness of 1,530 feet. Both of these thicknesses in-
clude beds that are the lateral equivalent of the lower
members of the M:lunt Head. In the MacDonald Range, the
Livingstone, without MOunt Head equivalents, is 700 feet
thick (Oswald, 1964~)~, ,
Mgunt ~ FOrmation: The Mount Head consists of a
series of thick cliff forming bioclastic limestones, sep-
arated by less resistant and poorly exposed fine grained
limestones. Many of the bioclastic limestones are identical
with thpse of the Uvingstone Formation, but typically, the
M:luntHead crinoidal limestones contain much more inter-
stitial mud than those of the Livingstone. The base of the
formation interfingers with the Living,stone in a regional "
scale. The base of the overlying Etherington is marked in
many localities by a distinctive light green shale.
Subdivision of the MOunt Head into members is possible
only in areas of very good exposure. The occurrence of
crinoidal limestones in the resistant members makes it
I
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difficult to name a member on the basis of scattered out-
crops.
In the type area, about 80 miles north of the Flathead
area, Douglas (1958) divided the MOunt Head into six members,
from the base up, the Wileman, Baril, Salter, Loomis, Marston
and Carnarvon. In the map area, the lowest unit that can be
recognized with confidence is the Salter Member. Oswald
(1964Q)has distinguished the underlying Baril and Wileman
members in the same area but whereas the Salter-Baril (or
livingstone) contact is mappable both on the ground and on
aerial photographs, the Wileman-Livingstone contact is not.
Both ,Price (1959) and the writer have taken the base of the
Sal,teras the base of the MOunt Head.
In the MacDonald dome, the Salter consists of gray and, ' ' . ,
brown microcrystalline limestone, crinoidal in part, with
abundant c;herti,nsome beds. The overlying ~omis is ,a
cliff-forming mi~rocrystalline to coarse grained limestone,
colitic in"part. Above the Loomis, the Marston is a reces-
sive unit of gray-brown cryptocrystalline "birds-eye" lime-
stone, pink and red weathering. The overlying Carnarvon is
a more resistant cryptocrystalline limestone containing
abundant skeletal fragments.
Th~ total thickness of the MOunt Head in this section
is 710 feet, made up as follows: Salter, 145 feet; Loomis,
b _
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195 feet; Marston, 185 feet, and Carnarvon, 195 feet. The
Mount Head is 860 feet thick in the Flathead Range, 900 feet
thick in the MacDonald Range (Price, 1962).
Etherington Formation: The Etherington Formation is
exposed in the Flathead Range and MacDonald dome, and on the
west flank of northeast MacDonald Range. In the Flathead
Range the lower half of the formation consists of cream
silty dolomites and limestones with interbedded green sha~~
, }~
near the base. Overlying it is a series of dolomitic silt-
stones, limestones and quartzites. The contact with the
overlying Rocky Mountain Group is gradational over '>',ani ter-
t-
val of 60 feet. In the MacDonald dome the lower part con-
sists of gray cryptocrystalline cherty limestones containing
orinoid fragments, oolites and scattered corals and brachio-
pods, with a green calcareous shale at the base. Thickness
is between 400 and 500 feet in the map area.
Permo=Pennsy lyanian
Rocky M:>untain Group: CompletEilsections of the Rocky
Mountain Group are present in Flathead Range, Taylor Range
(Fig. 2) and northeast MacDonald Range. It also occurs on
the flanks of the MacDonald dome and as scattered outliers
in the central part of the dome. Within the area mapped the
Rocky M:>untain is most conveniently mapped as a single unit.
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In the Flathead area. both Price (1962) and the author have
mapped the Rocky K:>untain as a single unit, although detailed
stratigraphic studies have enabled it to be broken down into
several formations in areas of good exposure.
The Rocky K:>untain consists of white to buff .£ine-
grained sandstones, quartzitic sandstones and quartzites,
dolomitic sandstones and sandy dolomites, all light colored
and generally fine-grained. In the MacDonald dome the base
of the group is marked by a thin fine-grained black phos-
phatic sandstone with lenses of sandy dolomite that contain
abundant sponge spicules. At the top of the group is a
sequence of microcrystalline cherty dolomite and fine-grained
dolomitic sandstone about 100 feet in thickness.
MacGugan and Rapson (1961) divided the Rocky M3untain
Group into three formations: in ascending order the Tunnel
M:luntain,Kananaskis and Ishbel formations, separated by
disconformities. On the basis of fusulinid and brachiopod
faunas they assigned a ~nnsylvanian age to the Tunnel
Mountain and Kananaskis formations and a Permian age to the
Ishbel. Later (1964). the same authors raised the Ishbel
to group status. subdividing it into six formations. Scott
(1964) proposed four new formations in place of the Tunnel
Mountain.
.,-~e Rocky M3~tain group i.s 660 feet thick in Taylor
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Range (Price, 1962). South of the map area at Cabin Pass,
t.heRocky Mountain is approximately 580 feet t!:lick(Oswald,
1964b~ Shell Honolulu Flathead d=22=A, drilled in north-
west Clark Range, penetrated 280 feet of Rocky Mountain




Spray River Formation: The Spray River Formation is
present in scattered localities in the MacDonald dome. Ex-
posures are poor and generally consist only of talus. The
typical lithologic type is a finely laminated gray and
brown siltstone, similar to the Sulphur ~untain mem~er in
the Banff area. Alberta. assigned to the!Dwer Triassic by
Warren (1945)•
Thickness varies from 200 to 400 feet in the map area,
increasing westward. No Triassic strata were recognized in
The Shell Honolulu Flathead well (Fig. 2).
Fernie Group: Strata of the Fernie Group are exposed
in the map area on the northwest flank of the MacDonald
dome and in scattered localities in the Flathead Valley.
Exposures are poor and there is no complete unfaulted section
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in the area. The most typical lithology is soft.dark gray
and brown shale. The following description is largely from
Frebold (1957),who has made extensive studies of the
Jurassic in the Canadian Rockies.
Frebold (1957)recognized a thre~fold subdivision of
the Fernie. corresponding to the lDwer, .Middle and Upper
Jurassic. The lower unit. about 270 feet thick, consists of
massive dark gray platy shales overlain by dark gray shale.
Fifty to 150 feet above the base is a prominent calcareous
sandstone. from 5 to 30 feet thick (Warren, 1934),known as
the Rock Creek Member. The middle unit, the Grey Beds. 230
feet thick. consists of gray shale. .Theupper unit includes
the Green Beds, glauconitic sandstones and shales, and the
Passage Beds, a series of dark shales and interbedded sand-
stones which increase in frequency and thickness grading
upward into the basal sandstone of the overlying Kpotenay
Formation. The Upper unit is about 240 feet thick. These
thicknesses were measured by Frebold (1957)in the Fernie
area. Weihmann (1964)gives approx~ate thickness of 930 to
980feet for the Fernie in the same area.
Megafossils occur at and near the base of the Fernie
and at the base of the Passage Beds. On the basis of the
ammonite faunas, the Fernie has been dated as Toarcian to
Lower Callovian by Frebold (1957). A detailed subdivision
f-. _
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of the Fernie is possible using microfossils, which are
found throughout the section (Weihmann, 1964). Within the
map area, at the lake at the head of Lodgepole Creek, there
are some poor exposures of dark brown shales associated with
a thin calcareous sandstone and shaly limestone containing
.~ .
Rynchonella sp., Gryphaea sp•• stephaneceratid ammonites and
belemnites diagnostic of the Rock Creek Member. These beds
were previously regarded as Upper Cretaceous (Oswald. 1964$~
The Fernie Group is an incompetent sequence, the locus
of many thrusts and folds. Although the Fernie is not more
than 1.000 feet thick in the Fernie area. the B. A. CNP
Fernie d~42~1 well. located four miles southwest of Fernie.
penetrated a drilled thickness of over 8.500 feet without
reaching the base of the grouP. oWing to repitition by thrust-
ing. In the map area the Fernie is best exposed on the west
side of McLatchie Creek. where it is repeated by at least
two thrusts•
Jurassic and cretaceous
Kootenay Formation: The {{ooteIl4Y'ormation is exposed
on the west side of McLatchie Creek, capping a prominent
scarp that marks the southwest boundary of the Fernie basin,
and in the Flathead Valley near Flathead townsite. It con-
sists of fine= to coarse=grained carbonaceous sandstones,
L-. _
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silty and carbonaceous shales. with coal seams up to 20 foot
thick. Conglomerates intercalated with carbonaceous sand-
stones are common in the upper part of the formation (Price,
1962). The top of the Kootenay is marked by the resistant
basal conglomeratic sandstone of the Blairmore Group. With-
in the map area not more than the basal or topmost few
hundred feet of Kootenay are exposed, Price (1962) gives
thicknesses of 1,60001,800 feet for the Kootenay north and
west of the map area, increasing to 3,500 feet at Fernie.
Plant fossils in the upper part of the formation are
Early Cretaceous in age (Price, 1962), Frebold (1957)
states that an ammonite discovered near the base of the
formation is Late Jurassic,
lpwer Cretacegus
B1airmore Group: Strata of the lower part of the
Blairmore are exposed in the Flathead Valley. The upper
few feet of the Blairmore are exposed beneath the Lewis
thrust in a tectonic window at Haig Brook, in northwestern
Clark Range. At Flathead townsite the base of the Blair=
more is marked by a 300foot resistant conglomerate, con-
taining 2=inch pebbles of chert and quartZite in a coarse-
grained salt=andopepper buff sandstone matrix. It is well
cemented and breaks through the pebbles. Unlike the
.,-------------------
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conglomerates in the KOotenay. it is not carbonaceous. The
overlying strata are green shales and sandstones, mudstones
and conglomerates.
In the Haig Brook window. the upper hundred or more
feet of the Blairmore includes green siltstones, carbonaceous
shales. feldspathic and carbonaceous sandstones. The top
is marked by a thin pelecypod coquina containing Exagyra sp.,
overlain by tuffs of the Crowsnest Formation{Fig. 13).
Northwest of the map area. the Blairmore is 6,500 feet
thick in the Fernie basin (Price. 1962). Beneath the Lewis
thrust. the Shell Honolulu Flathead well (Fig. 12), located
four miles north of Haig Brook. penetrated a drilled thick-
ness of 2.060 feet of Blairmore strata.
Crowsnest FOrmation: The Crowsnest Formation has not
been found above the Lewis thrust. In the Fernie basin,
the only area where there is a complete Blairmore section,
the Blairmore is overlain by the Blackstone Formation, which
overlies the Crowsnest east of the Lewis thrust. In the
mapped area. the base of the Crowsnest is exposed in the
Haig Brook Window. beneath the Lewis thrust. It consists
of about 50 feet of poorly sorted coarse-grained green tuff
containing clasts of feldspar. garnet and quartz, lenses of
fine ash and rounded boulders up to six feet long of








Figure 14. Photomicrograph of a boulder of garnet ijolite
in the basal tuff of the Crowsnest Formation,
Haig Brook window. Ordinary light, x 12.
Sample No. PRC 30-9•
•.....Figure15. Photomicrograph of trachyte boulder in basal
tuff of Crowsnest Formation. Large sanidine
phenocrysts in garnetiferous groundmass.
Crossed nicols, x 12. Sample No. 30-10.
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14 and 15 are thin sections of boulders in the tuff. The
Shell Honolulu Flathead well (Fig. 2) was drilled through
380 feet of Crowsnest volcanics beneath the Lewis thrust.
In the type area. five miles east of Crowsnest Pass. the
Crowsnest Formation is 1044 feet thick (Norris. 1964). Norris
describes the lower half of the formation as a series of
feldspar and garnet-rich green coarse-grained tuffs. The
base of the formation is not exposed at the type section.
The Crowsnest Formation interfingers with the Blairmore




Blackstone FOrmation: In the Howell Creek window a
poorly exposed sequence including gray calcareous mudstone.
brown calcareous shale and buff speckled shale underlying a
sandstone of the cardium Formation is tentatively assigned
to the Blackstone Formation. Since the Cardium consists of
both sandstones and shales it is not certain whether the
sequence described is beneath the cardium or within it. In
southern Alberta. a white speckled sqale is a prominent
marker horizon beneath the Cardium Formation.
In the Fernie basin. Price (1962) reports a thickness
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of a little over 100 feet of Blackstone, resting directly
upon the Blairmore Group. Beneath the Lewis thrust, the
Blackstone is 260~400 feet thick, overlying the Crowsnest
Formation (Price, 1962).
Cardium Formation: The Cardium Formation is exposed
in the Howell Creek window. It consists of a 30 foot mas-
sive pale gray to brown fine- to medium~grained sandstone
with conglomeratic lenses, underlain by dark gray shale with
scattered ferruginous concretions, in turn underlain by a
five-foot medium grained sandstone and shale-pebble con~
glomerate. Cardium pauperculum. an Upper Cretaceous pelecy-
pod after which the Cardium Formation was named, occurs in
the shales beneath the upper sandstone. The conglomeratic
lenses include pebbles of trachyte similar to the intrusive
trachytes surrounding the Howell Creek window (Fig. 16).
This suggests that the intrusions are older than the Cardium
Formation and lay in an area of erosion at the time of
Cardium deposition, and that their present proximity is due
to Laramide thrusting.
The total thickness of the Cardium in the Howell Creek
window is estimated to be between 350 and 500 feet.
Wapiabi Formation: The Wapiabi Formation is exposed
in the Howell Creek window and in the Cate Creek window in
the Clark Range (Fig. 12). In the Howell Creek window the
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Figure 16. Thin section of trachyte pebble in the Cardium
FOrmation, Howell Creek window. Compare with
thin sections of trachyte intrusions in the
Howell Creek area (Appendix A). Crossed nicols,x 12. Sample No. PeR 30-29.
Figure17. Wapiabi shale in the Howell Creek WindoW, withInoceramus deforrois.
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Wapiabi consists of dark gray shales and silty shales with
scattered thin sandstones. Price (1962) describes an Late
Cretaceous fauna from the formation. Figure 17 shows a
specimen of Inoceramus deformis at a locality in the upper
part of the formation on Howell Creek. Th~s fossil is com-
monly found in the Alberta Group in western Alberta (Stott,
1963)•
The Wapiabi is about 2,500 feet thick in the Howell
Creek window. East of the map area, beneath the -Lewis thrust
and in the Alberta foothills the Wapiabi varies from 1,000
to 2,000 feet in thickness, increasing westward'j(Price, 1962).
Belly River Formation: A 600-foot sequence of gray~
brown fine=grained slightly calcareous sandstones overlying
the Wapiabi in the Howell Creek window tis assigned to the
Belly River Formation on the ba~rs of lithology and stratig-
raphic position. At Cate Creek (Fig. 12) scattered outcrops
of Belly River include greenish-gray very fine-grained cal-
careous, kaolinitic and carbonaceous sandstone and mudstone.
Overlying the Alberta Group, the Belly River is the
youngest Mesozoic formation in the map area. East of the
Lewis thrust, in the Alberta foothills, the Belly River







Kishenehn Formation: The Kishenehn Formation is ex>
posed on the downthrown (west) side of the Flathead fault,
in Flathead Valley and in the low hills between Commerce
Creek and Packhorse Creek (Fig. 18). Scattered outliers of
Kishenehn also occur in the MacDonald dome and adjacent
ridges to the south. The Kishenehn dips eastward toward
the Flathead fault with an average dip of 30 degrees, over-
lying Mississippian to Jurassic and probably younger rocks
with angular unconformity. Exposures are poor, particularly
in the lower part of the formation, which is only found in
small exposures in river banks. The described section (No.
5, Appendix C) is compiled from the writer's descriptions
of scattered outcrops in Couldrey Creek, Flathead River and
~mmerce Creek. Russell (1954. 1955) studied the molluscan
and vertebrate faunas of the Kishenehn, on the basis of
which he concluded that the formation was latest Eocene or
earliest Oligocene. Some of Russell's fossil localities are
included in Section 5 and his faunal lists are given with
the graphic section.
In constructing the section, no allowance has been made
for faulting. Faults on Trachyte Ridge which may extend
southward into the area of Kishenehn exposures have displace=
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Figure 18. Distribution of
Kishenehn Formation
Fo,ma~ion
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ments of hundreds of feet which, compared with the 15,000-
foot overall thickness of the Kishenehn, may be regarded as
negligible. Ridges formed of Kishenehn strata on the east
side of the Flathead Valley show no geomorphological evi-
dence of faulting.
The formation is divisible informally into an upper and
a lower member. The lower member consists of varicolored
clays, shales, calcareous sandstones, limestones and scat-
tered lignites and the upper member, which is more resistant,
is composed of thick conglomerates and breccias with inter-
bedded sandstones and lignites. MacKenzie (1916) recognized
a coarser and a finer facies, both of which fall within the
lower member as described herein.
The lower member of the Kishenehn is exposed in Couldrey
Creek, Flathead River and the lower reaches of Commerce
Creek. The lowest beds are exposed in Couldrey Creek,
about 2 3/4 miles above the mouth. The base is not exposed
but the difference in attitude between the Kishenehn and
the nearest outcrop of the underlying Fernie indicates that
they are separated by a small angular unconformity. The
lowest 2,500 feet of the member consists ma~nly of yellow,
green and buff clays and shales with thick interbedded mas-
stYe sandstones. The sandstones are greenish-buff, fri!!ble,
composed largely of coarse angular lithic grains of gray,
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green and maroon Purcell argillite, dolomite and siliceous
rocks, wea~ly lime-cemented. Scattered thin argillaceous
and carbonaceous streaks containing plant fragments occur
in the sandstones. The sandstone composition is similar to
that of Recent terrace gravels in the same area, which are
composed of boulders of Purcell rocks.
Overlying the clay-sandstone sequence, the remainder
of the lower member is a series of sandy and silty calcare-
ous gray. green and blue shales and clays with interbedded
calcareous sandstones and scattered resistant beds of argil-
laceous and chalky cryptogranular to fine-grained limestone.
The limestones, some of which are highly fossiliferous.
commonly have a strong petroliferous odor. Scattered con-
glomerates, composed of rounded pebbles of Purcell rocks
also occur in this part of the section and_thin lignites
are scattered throughout the upper 1.500 feet of the lower
member (Fig. 20). The lignites are generally about six
inches thick; rarely over a foot in thickness. They are
poorly consolidated and some beds contain tree trunks in
which the grain and the bark are visible. MacKenzie (1916)
described an unconformity in an outcrop of the lower member
half a mile south of the mouth of Commerce Creek, in which
there is a discordance of about 30 degrees between the over-
lying and underlying strata. both of which dip eastward.
1.. _
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green and maroon Purcell argillite, dolomite and siliceous
rocks, weakly lime-cemented. Scattered thin argillaceous
and carbonaceous streaks containing plant fragments occur
in the sandstones. The sandstone composit~on is similar to
that of Recent ~errace gravels in the same area, which are
composed of boulders of Purcell rocks.
Overlying the clay-sandstone sequence, the remainder
of the lower member is a series of sandy and silty calcare-
ous gray, green and blue shales and clays with interbedded
calcareous sandstones and scattered resistant beds of argil-
laceous and chalky cryptogranular to fine-grained limestone.
The limestones. some of which are highly fossiliferous.
commonly have a strong petroliferous odor. Scattered con-
glomerates, composed of rounded pebbles of Purcell rocks
also occur in this part of the section and~hin lignites
are scattered throughout the upper 1,500 feet of the lower
member (Fig. 20). The lignites are generally about six
inches thick; rarely over a foot in thickness. They are
poorly consolidated and some beds contain tree trunks in
which the grain and the bark are visible. MacKenzie (1916)
described an unconformity in an outcrop of the lower member
half a mile south of the mouth of Commerce Creek, in which
there is a discordance of about 30 degrees between the over-
lying and underlying strata, both of which dip eastward •
•...._---------
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Figure 19. Outcrop of lower member of Kishenehn Formation,
Flathead River, east bank, ~ mile south of the
mouth of Commerce Creek.
Figure20. Sandstone andLower Kishenehn, Commerce Creek.siltstone with thin lignite.
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The total thickness of the lower memberYwhere measured is
about 8,500feet. Due to the one or more unconformities
the lower member thickens eastward.
The contact between the upper and lower members is
striking. Overlying several hundred feet of calcareous
sandstones and siltstones and fine conglomerates, the lower
unit of the upper member in Commerce Creek consists of
several hundred feet of poorly consolidated boulder and
pebble conglomerate which contains a clastic block of Pur-
cell argillite several hundred feet across (Fig. 21). The
block lies at the base of the upper member, presumably over-
lying directly the topmost bed of the lower member, though
the contact is not exposed. The block consists of red and
green argillite and dolomite, intruded by a basic sill, the
whole sequence fractured and folded. The adjacent con-
glomerate, (Fig. 22) composed of boulders of Pal~ozoic car-
bonate, trachyte and other igneous rocks, is tightly folded
at the contact, parallel to the edge of the block. The
folding is unrelated to any local fold trends and is a depo-
sitional structure. Minor faulting can be seen at the edge
of the block, the irregularity of which rules out large-
scale faulting as a mechanism to account for the block's
presence. Three hundred feet to the east, fractured Purcell
green dolomitic limestone, part of the same block, grades






figure 22. Close view of Kishenehn conglomerate, same loca-tion as Figure 21.
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into a breccia of the same lithology (Fig. 23). This is a
feature common to other large blocks in the upper member.
Above the basal conglomerate the overlying sequence in Com-
merce Creek consists of thick cong,lomerates, alternating
with green and buff mudstone, sandstone and scattered thin
beds of lignite (Figs. 24 and 25). Finer sediments in the
lower 1,300feet of the upper member are calcareous but
above this zone the sequence is non-calcareous except for
carbonate-pebble conglomerates. The conglomerates are
mostly composed of boulders of Purcell argillite and other
rocks. Although not monolithologic, a single conglomerate
is composed mainly of boulders of one or two rock types.
Some conglomerates have a coarse sandy matrix and include
sand lenses. The total thickness of the upper member ex-
posed in pommerce Creek is about 3,100feet.
To the north, between Commerce Creek and Packhorse
Creek (Fig. 18)" laterally equivalent and higher beds of the
Kishenehn ~~~,exposed in the low hills east of Flathead
River. About 4,000feet of strata overlie the highest beds
of the Commerce Creek section. The exposed strata are poor-
ly stratified breccias and co~glomerates composed mainly of
lime-cemented Paleozoic limestone and dolomite fragments.
The interbedded finer sediments are not exposed. The lo~est
exposed conglomerates and breccias contain mainly Rocky
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Brecciated edge of block of Purcell'dolomitic
limestone, Commerce Creek, 500 feet east of









Figure 25. Upper Kishenehn conglomerate with interbedded
lignite, Commerce Creek.
Figure 26. Upper Kishenehn breccia containing Rundle clasts.
East side of the Flathead Valley, between Middle-
pass and Commerce Creeks.
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M:luntainand Rundle fragments (Fig. 26) while the higher
ones contain clasts of Palliser, Fairholme and possibly
Cambrian carbonate. Clasts are mainly inches in diameter
but scattered blocks ranging from a few feet to thousands
of feet in length are found in the sequence. The largest of
these, a block of Devonian Palliser limestone between Cate
Creek and Haig Brook, is about 2,500 feet long, 300 feet
wide and 500 feet from top to bottom. It was originally
mapped (Price, 1959) as a bedrock mass in fault contact with
the Kishenehn. Actually there is a gradation from fractured
Palliser through brecciated Pal~iser into bedded breccia
composed of Palliser and other Devonian carbonate clast.s.
The block itself is highly fra~tured and brecciated in
places (Fig. 27). Elsewhere in the area, some smaller
blocks are mono lithologic breccias, cOlllposedalmost entirely
of clasts with negligible matrix. It is hard teldraw a
distinction between fractured rock and breccia for there
are all stages between. Figures 28, 29, and 30 show distant,
close up and detailed views of a limestone block south of
Mlddlepass Creek. The relationships described point to a
sedimentary rather than to a tectonic origin for the em-
placement of these plocks. Other features indicating that
they are clasts rather than faulted bedrock slices are their
scattered occurrence and the lack of a normal relationship
.._---------------
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Figure 27. MOno litho logic breccia associated with large
block of Palliser, south side of Cate Creek.
Figure 28. Distant view of block of mono litho logic breccia
on the ridge north of Commerce Creek.
itt --_--_- _
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Figure 29. View northwest across Flathead Valley from top
of block shown in Figure '28.
Figure 30. Base of block of monolitho logic
Figures 28 and 29.
-......_---------~-~------ ----
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between the outcrop pattern and attitude of bedding planes
within large blocks. The variation of material in the
conglomerates and breccias is due partly to erosion of the
source area exposing progressively older rocks for removal
and partly to great lateral. variation in source rock which
suggests that the source area, the ancestral Clark Range,
had an irregular topography and high internal relief. Close
to theFlathead fault. south of Cate Creek. is an area of
Precambrian talus that may overlie a faulted block of Purcell
strata, as mapped by Price (1959). It has been mapped as
Kishenehn because of its close and irregular association
with undoubted Kishenehn str~ta.
Upper Kishenehn deposits occur west of the Flathead
Valley in the MacDonald dome. Most occurrences are small
outliers of conglomerate or breccia unconformably overlying
east-dipping Rundle and Rocky Mountain strata. The dip of
the Kishenehn deposits is about five to ten degrees less
than that of the underlying strata and is also less than the
dip of the unconformity surface. This relationship suggests
an original depositional dip of the Kishenehn and/or an
irregular surface of deposition. An irregular pre-upper
Kishenehn erosion surface is exposed between Fiasoo Ridge
and Trachyte Ridge (Fig. 18). In the saddle between the





"1. The clasts are angular to sub=angular. and
pebble=size to cyclopean, most of the very
large ones are fractured to severelyshattered •
a basin or channel in gently dipping Rundle limestones (Figs.
31 and 32). The channel is about 200 feet deep while the
saddle itself is about 600 feet lower than the ridges north-
west and southeast of it. Relief at the time of Kishenehn
deposition must have been 800 feet locally. The valley that
extends northeastward from this exposure may well have or-
itinated as a Tertiary channel filled with Kishenehn sedi-
ment. deepened by later erosion.
Although the coarse deposits of the Kishenehn Formation
are unique in the Canadian Rockies. similar deposits are
common in the Basin and Range tectonic province of the
United States. occurring on the downthrown side of major
normal and reverse faults. Terrestrial deposits similar to
the Kishenehn have been described in Southern California in
Owens Valley (Trowbridge. 1911). Death Valley (Noble. 1941)
and in Soda Mountains (Grose. 1959). as well as in the Lake
Mead area of Nevada (Longwell. 1949). Monolithologic brec-
cias and large exotic blocks occur in all these areas.
associated with fanglomerates deposited on the downthrown
side of major faults. Jahns and Wright (1957). describing
breccias from several areas state that:
.._-------------
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Figure 31. View east across channel containing Kishenehn
conglomerate. Two conglomerate beds can be seen
in the right of the picture. Rundle strata east
of the channel are visible in the left back-
ground. Between Piasoo and Trachyte Ridges.
-Figure32. Close-up of Kishenehn conglomerate. same localityas above •
......_----------------
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2. The abundance ratios of clasts to matrices
are very high: the matrices themselves
are dominantly clastic.
Sorting is poor to good, and in general can
not be attributed to the process of brecciaformation per see
Stratification is crudely developed or ab-sent.
Many of the breccia masses are essentially
mono lithologic and commonly intertongue
with other mono lithologic masses of similar
or contrasting lithologic character, or




MOst of the breccia masses are underlain and
overlain by fanglomerates and other sedimentary
rocks with clasts that are lithologically similar
to those in the breccia masses but generally morerounded."
Monolithologic breccias of the Kishenehn conform close-
ly to this description although they do not intertongue with
each other. The irregular shape of the brecciated blocks
in the upper Kishenehn indicates that they were brecciated
before deposition and were deposited as solid blocks of
breccia, in the same manner as non-brecciated blocks such as
that in Commerce Creek. The only known means of transporta-
tion of such large blocks for several miles is by landslides.
Catastrophic landslides are not envisaged for they do not
seem compatible with the association of conglomerate and
fine sediments.
The Kishenehn is important for the evidence it gives
concerning the tectonic development of the Flathead.area.
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It was deposited contemporaneously with movements of the
Flathead fault. Fossils from the lower member date it as
late Eocene or early Oligocene (Russell. 1954. 1955). Fos-
sils are scarce in the upper member and have not been
studied. A problem inherent in any paleontological study
of the Kishenehn fauna is that it is restricted and most of
the forms have not been found elsewhere.
The relationships between the Kishenehn and underlying
beds show clearly that deposition of the Kishenehn took
place on a surface of considerable relief. eroded in sub-
horizontal Paleozoic and Mesozoic strata. The Kishenehn
and underlying rocks were later tilted eastward. to form
the east flank of the MacDonald dome.
Quaternary
Alluvium. terrace gravels and areas of landslide debris
have been mapped in the Flathead area. Morainal deposits
OCcur on the west edge of the Clark Range outside the map
area.
Terrace gravels of the Flathead River extend throughout
the Flathead Valley from Flathead southward. The height of
the terraces above the present river channel increases down-
stream from l~ss than 50 feet at Flathead to over 100 feet
near the border. Boulders in the gravels are locally derived
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It was deposited contemporaneously with movements of the
Flathead faulto Fossils from the lower member date it as
late Eocene or early Oligocene (Russell, 1954, 1955)0 Fos-
sils are scarce in the upper member and have not been
studied. A problem inherent in any paleontological study
of the Kishenehn fauna is that it is restricted and most of
the forms have not been found elsewhere.
The relationships between the Kishenehn and underlying
beds show clearly that deposition of the Kishenehn took
place on a surface of considerable relief, eroded in sub-
horizontal Paleozoic and Mesozoic stratao The Kishenehn
and underlying rocks were later tilted eastward. to form
the east flank of the MacDonald dome.
Quaternary
Alluvium. terrace gravels and areas of landslide debris
have been mapped in the Flathead areao Morainal deposits
occur on the west edge of the Clark Range outside the map
area0
Terrace gravels of the Flathead River extend throughout
the Flathead Valley from Flathead southwardo The height of
the terraces above the present river channel increases down-
stream from l~ss than 50 feet at Flathead to over 100 feet
near the bordero Boulders in the gravels are locally derived
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and near the border. where they are best exposed. consist
mainly of Purcell rocks.
In the glacial valleys of Cate Creek and Haig B;ook.
,rosion through the Lewis thrust. exposing soft Cretaceous
strata beneath, has been followed by extensive post glacial
landsliding of the incompetent Cretaceous shales and over-
lying brittle Precambrian strata. The valley of Haig Brook
is almost completely floored by landslide debris and large
slumped areas occur in the valleys of Cate Creek and Middle-
pass Creek. A small landslide occurs in a similar structural
environment between Howell Creek and TWentynine Mile Creek
(Fig. 4&) where the Precambrian to Devonian rocks. intruded
by syenite, are thrust over Wapiabi shales. Another small
but interesting slide occurs in a sma.llvalley south of
St. Eloi Brook where a mass of Altyn 600 feet wide has slid
down a bedding plane without much breaking uP. to form a
syncline in the valley bottom.
The occurrence of Fernie strata at Lodgepole Lake.
between Mississippian limestones in the valley walls may
also be due to sliding of the incompetent Fernie shales
from a short distance to the west into a deep U-shaped
valley. This is a simpler explanation than the alternative
explanation which is that the Fernie lies in a graben.
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Cretaceous Intrusiye Rocks
Alkaline intrusive igneous rocks occur in the MacDonald
dome. northeast MacDonald Range and on Trachyte Ridge. Price
(l962) mapped an occurrence in the Clark Range in the vicin-
ity of Sage and Commerce Creeks.
Field relationships suggest that the intrusions are
Early Cretaceous in age. In the mapped area the youngest
strata cut by the intrusives are Jurassic. Price (1962) re-
ports an occurrence near the head of Lodgepole Creek where
the basal Blairmore conglomerate is intruded by trachyte.
Price also reports the occurrence of pebbles of trachyte
similar to the intrusions in conglomerates higher in the
Blairmore Group. The author recovered a trachyte pebble
similar to the intrusive trachyte from the Cardium formation.
,
in the Howell Creek window (Fig. 16). On Trachyte Ridge.
an intrusion is overlain unconformably by Tertiary conglom-
erate. Trachyte pebbles also occur in conglomerates in the
Xishenehn Formation. Samples from several intrusions were
dated as late Early Cretaceous by potassium-argon radio-
active age dating (Gordy and Edwards. 1962).
The intrusions are restricted to the MacDonald dome.
northeast MacDonald Range and Trachyte Ridse. This dis-
tribution is important in any consideration of the Laramide
tectonics of the area. and discussion of the Howell Creek
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Figure 33. Distribution ofCretaceous IntrusiveRocks
MACDONALD
DOME:
CANA---- -------- - ------u S.A, ----------
Mod,f,ed aHer Price \ 9 b 2.
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window. Any theory of the origin of the window must satis=
factorily account for the distribution of intrusions around
it. Two theories (discussed in the structural section of
the thesis) which imply that some intrusions are separated
from others by major thrust faults are suspect because it
is highly improbable that anyone group of intrusions (which
are extremely rare in the Canadian Rockies) should be trans-
ported by thrusting for a distance of many milest only to
arrive in the midst of another group of similar intrusions.
The petrology of the intrusive rocks is described in
Appendix A. In general the intrusions are composed of por-
phyritic trachytes and syenites, containing alkali feldspar
phenocrysts up to an inch in length. in a holocrystalline
feldspar groundmass. Aegirine-augite and aegirine pheno-
crysts comprise up to 15% of the rock. Garnet is commonly
associated with the pyroxene. A few samples examined con=
tain nepheline in association with feldspar both as pheno-
crysts and in the groundmass. Zeolites are rare. COntact
effects, where visible. are small.
The intrusions are irregular in plan and variable in
size. ranging from a few feet to thousands of feet across.
Exposures are generally poor as the rOCkS are not resistant
to weathering. consequently it is not always possible to be
,certainof the relationships of the intrusions to the country
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rock. The close association of intrusions with normal faults
on Trachyte Ridge suggests that they were intruded along
faults. However. since the faults are Tertiary in age and
the intrusions are Cretaceous. this cannot be the case. Pre=
sumably the lines of weakness along which the trachytes were
intruded still existed at the time of the normal faulting.
The Crowsnest Formation contains abundant alkalic ig-
neous detritus petrographically similar to the intrusive
rocks (Price. 1962). It is probable that the intrusives are
associated temporally and genetically with the volcanic rocks
of the Crowsnest Formation. This has been suggested by
Price (1962) and others. It is. however. remarkabl~ that
where both Early and tate Cretaceous rocks are exposed in
the Fernie basin.only five miles from the most northerly




Statement ~ ~ Problem
FoLlowing the publication of the first detailed geologic
map of a part of the Flathead area by Price (1959) of the
Geological Survey of Canada. a controversy arose as to whether
the Lewis thrust. which is exposed east of the Flathead fault
and is displaced by it. could also be present in the HOwell
Creek window. a tectonic window on the west (downthrown~ side
of the Flathead fault. Whi1e there was no doubt that a major
thrust was exposed in the Howell Creek window, it was not
certain that its correlation with the Lewis. by Price. was
valid. The interpretation of the structure of the HOwell
~eekwindow is the key to the structural interpretation of
an area of several hundred square miles, the structural re=
lationships across the Flathead fault and the tectonic evo=




Tectonic History 2.i. !!.llt Southern Rocky Mountains 2.i. Canada
The western cordillera of canada is the product of many
orogenies that occurred in different areas at different times
during the Proterozoic and Phanerozoic. Some areas were in-
volved in more than one orogenic cycle. The Rocky Mountain
area was subjected only to vertical movements and minor tilt-
ing prior to the Tertiary. at which time the Rocky Mountain
miogeosyncline was deformed by the Rocky Mountain orogeny
(White. 1959) generally correlated with the Laramide orogeny.
Although there are large gaps in the sedimentary sequence.
angular unconformities are small enough to be disregarded as
far as the mechanical aspect of deformation is concerned. i
and during the Laramide movements the Proterozoic through
Cretaceous rocks behaved tectonically as a conformable se-
quence of stratified rocks.
The principal process of deformation was thrusting.
particularly in the Front Ranges sub-province. West-dipping
thrust planes were formed. along which the hanging wall
stratamoved eastward. The total amount of foreshortening
has been estimated by North and Henderson (1954) as not less
than 100 miles.
Following the thrusting. the structure was modified qy
normal faulting in the Montana Rock1.esand adjacent Canad1.an
Rockies. Except in the e~treme south. ~pand around the
......._-------------
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Flathead area. normal faulting did not play an important
part in the development of the Canadian Rockies.
Regional Tectonic Setting ~ the Flathead ~
Lying along the east edge of the western cordillera.
the Rocky Mountains form a series of high mountain ranges
that extend through western Canada from the Yukon territory
southeastward through British Columbia and Alberta into
MOntana. a distance of almost 1.500 miles. Traced from
northwest to southeast. the structural character of the
mountain changes. In western Canada the ranges are formed
largely of Paleozoic sedimentary rocks highly thrust~faulted
and folded. In contrast. the structure of the Montana
Rockies is typified by tilted blocks of Proterozoic metaQ
sediments. bounded by normal faults. although major over=
thrusts are present. The two types of structure grade into
each other over a distance of about one hundred miles.
Structurally. the Flathead area lies in this zone of
transition between the Canadian Rockies and the Montana
Rockies (Fig. 34). It is important as one of the few areas
Where the spatial and temporal relationships between the two
structural provinces may be observed •. Within the Flathead
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The Rocky Mountains are bounded on the east by the
Prairies and on the west by the Rocky Mountain Trench. This
broad. fault~bounded valley extends from the Yukon Territory
southeastward into MOntana and separates the Rocky MOuntains
from older deformed belts of the western cordillera. North
and Henderson (1954) divided the Rocky MOuntains of southern
Alberta and British Columbia into four parallelsub~provinces
(Fig. 34). From east to west these are: the Foothills. Front
Ranges. Main Ranges and Western Ranges sub~provinces. Each
sub~province is characterized by a distinctive stratigraphic
succession and structural pattern. In the Foothills. struc-
tures are mainly sub~parallel thrust slices dipping westward
and southwestward. exposing Mesozoic sedimentary rocks with
scattered Paleozoic inliers. In the Front Ranges •.of which
there are up to five. the structures are similar but Paleo-
zoic carbonates are the principal rocks involved. forming
parallel mountain ranges with elevations up to 11.000 feet.
The valleys between ranges have been eroded in softer Meso~
zoic rocks. North and Henderson (1954) present strong evi-
dence for a single plane of decollement underlying all the
Front Ranges and emerging as the frontal thrust of the
Rockies. In the Flath~ad area this is the Lewis thrust.
which dies.out about one hundred miles north of Crowsnest




thrust. The Main Ranges. in which Paleozoic and Proterozoic
sedimentary rocks are exposed in relatively simple struct~es,
are thrust eastward over the western Front Ranges. In the
Western Ranges, which are oblique to the Main Ranges. strucQ
tures consist of tight folds, strikeQslip faults and steep
normal and reverse faults in Paleozoic and Proterozoic strata.
The area of this investigation is within the Front
Ranges subQprovince. except for the exposures of Mesozoic
strata in tectonic windows in the Lewis thrust, which struc-
turally lie in the western Foothills. There are no Main
Ranges in the Flathead area. for they are cut out by the
southward convergence of Front and Western ranges northwest
of Crowsnest Pass (Fig. 34). North and Henderson (1954)
state that west of the Flathead area there is a single WestQ
ern range between MacDonald Range and the Rocky Mountain
Trench.
The principal structural features of the Flathead area
(Fig. 35) are the Lewis thrust. which underlies the Clark
and Flathead ranges; the Flathead fault. along which has been
eroded the valley of the north fork of the Flathead River;
and the Twentynine Mile thrust. underlying MacDonald dome and
the northeast MacDonald Range. The Flathead area is also the
locusof a group of alkali intrusive bodies, the only known




~ Structural Features 2! ~ Flathead ~ (Fig. 35)
The Flathead fault, a major normal fault downthrown to
the southwest, passes through the middle of the area of in-
vestigation, dividing it into two distinct structural and
physiographic regions. Trending roughly northwest-southeast,
the Flathead fault is part of a system of normal faults ex-
tending from south of Marias Pass. in MOntana to northwest of
Crowsnest Pass. in British Columbia. a distance of over one
hundred miles (Fig. 34).
East of the fault, on its upthrown side, is the Lewis
thrust, a low-angle. gently folded overthrust with a horizon-
tal displacement of over 20 miles. Proterozoic and Paleozoic
strata in the overthrust ,plate form the Clark and Flathead
ranges, overlying Mesozoic and Paleozoic strata of the west-
ern foothills. Near Flathead townsite (Fig. 35), erosion
through an anticline in the thrust surface exposes Mesozoic
strata beneath it in two tectonic windows in the Clark Range.
West of the Flathead f~ult, the Howell Creek window lies
between the MacDonald dome, a broad faulted anticline ex-
~sin8 Paleozoic strata, and the northeast MacDonald .Range,
a rugged arcuate range formed of steeply west-dipping Paleo-
Zoicand Proterozoic rocks. Unlike the tectonic wind~~s in
the Clark Range. which are bounded by a single th~st (the,
~wis thrust), the Howell Creek window is bounded by the
\
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Twentynine Mile thrust and several other faults whose nature
is still in dispute. The Twentynine Mile thrust as used
herein was referred to as the Lewis thrust by Price (1959)
of the Geological Survey of Canada. who first mapped the
window. The controversy that arose from Priceos correlation
of this thrust with the Lewis thrust exposed on the opposite
side of the Flathead fault was the main reason for the author's
decision to study the area in greater detail. The MacDonald
dome is cut by many normal faults with displacements ranging
from a few feet to thousands of feet. Together with the
northeast MacDonald Range and adjacent areas. the MacDonald
dome is the locus of a group of irregularly shaped and dis-
tributed alkaline igneous intrusions. Apart from a few small
dikes near Crowsnest Pass. these are the only post-Paleozoic
intrusions in the southern Rockies of Canada.
The field relationships and distribution of the intru-
sions are related to the problem of the Howell Creek window.
for any theory of the origin of the window must account for
the distribution of intrusions surrounding it.
Structures ~ QL ~ Flathead Fault
~wis thrus£ ~ Flathead Range
The Lewis thrust is exposed in the northeast part of the
T 1062
map area, where it underlies the south end of the Flathead
Range, The thrust can be traced northward for about one
hundred miles to the point where it dies out and is repre-
sented by a small flexure in west-dipping Mississippian
limestones in the south face of Mount Kidd (Fig. 34). South-
ward from Mount Kidd, the fold develops into a major thrust
exposing progressively older beds in the upper plate and
progressively younger strata in the footwalL The hanging
wall plate, consisting of west-dipping Mississippian and
Devonian carbonates forms a continuous high mountain range
extending as far south as Crowsnest Pass, In this sector,
the Calstan Fording Mountain well (Fig, 34) penetrated the
Lewis thrust eleven miles west of its surface trace. From
this evidence Dahlstrom ~ al, (1962) calculated that the
horizontal displacement along the thrust plane in this area
is at least twelve miles.
The Flathead Range, overlying the Lewis thrust, is the
southward continuation of the range to the north of Crowsnest
Pass. It extends from Crowsnest Pass southward as far as
North Kootenay Pass, in the map area, where it dies out.
The Flathead Range is formed largely of Paleozoic limestones
and dolomites, dipping westward at about thirty degrees, and
forming the upper plate of the Lewis thrust. At the north





Figure 36. North Kootenay P~ss (right skyline) and south
end of the Flatkead Range. Flathead townsite
is the meadow in the valley. View northeastfrom MacDonald dome.
Figure37. View north along east side of Flathead range,
from North Kootenay Pass. Main scarp formed of
west·dipping Devonian and Cambrian strata, Lower




strata and at the south end a wedge of Precambrian Purcell
argillites lies between the Cambrian and the underlying
thrust. Beneath the Lewis thrust in this area. Upper Cre-
taceous rocks are exposed in the footwall.
West of the Flathead Range. but structurally a part of
the Lewis plate are two north-south trending ridges formed
by tight anticlines in Mississippian strata. These folds.
the Barnes and Squaw Creek anticlines (Fig. 35). plunge out
northward near Corbin and their south~plunging ends are
truncated by the east~est trending sector of the Flathead
fault west of Flathead townsite. They have no equivalents
in the MacDonald dome south of the fault. for the structures
ther'etrend northeast~southwest and plunge to the northeast.
The Flathead Range ends at North Kootenay F"ass.where
the strike changes to the northwest-southeast strike of the
Clark Range. Although the main structures of the Flathead
Range have a meridional trend. minor folds in the southern
half of the range trend northwest~southeast, parallel to the
structures of Clark Range.
!£! Lewis thrust !! North Kootenay ~
Between North Kootenay Pass and Flathead, in the north-
eastern part of the map area. the Proterozoic to Mississippian




and northwest in what Price (1962) refers to as the North
Kootenay Pass monocline, a northeast~southwest trending
structural feature, truncated in the northeast by the Lewis
thrust and in the southwest by the Flathead fault. Upon the
monocline is superimposed a steeply north~plunging anticline~
syncline pair, involving Upper Purcell to Devonian strata
(Fig. 35). The fold axes are sharply bent between the trends
of the Flathead and Clark ranges at their north and south
ends respectively. The common limb is overturned, the over~
turned strata having southwest dips as low as 52 degrees.
These folds may represent the north end of a major thrust
rooted in Purcell strata and displacing Paleozoic rocks
since eroded from the Clark Range. North Kootenay Pass may
be regarded as the plunging north end of the Clark Range.
The Clark Range is topographically lower than the Flathead
Range, but Proterozoic strata in the Clark Range are at a
higher structural elevation than in the Flathead Range.
Although the Purcell strata of the Clark Range plunge to the
north at North Kootenay Pass, the underlying Lewis thrust
cuts steeply up~section northward at this point and actually
dips to the south, as shown in cross~section 0=0°, Plate 2.
On the west=dipping flank of the plunging anticline,
one or more normal faults, sub=parallel to the bedding and
downthrown to the northwest, cut out part of the Paleozoic
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section between North Kootenay Pass and Flathead townsite.
These faults follow the west limb of the plunging anticline
southwest to Flathead where they are truncated by the Flat=
head fault. along with the adjacent strata.
The structure of North RDotenay Pass has been discussed
in some detail (Price. 1958. 1962). Dahlstrom ~ ~ (1962).
Dahlstrom concluded that the change of strike of the Lewis
thrust and the associated transverse ~noclinal structure at
the pass could have been caused either by the incipient Lewis
thrust intersecting a pre=existing northeast=southwest trend=
ing structure or to oblique movement across an irregular
fault surface. Dahlstrom (1962. p. 342) prefers the latter
explanation because it explains all the observed facts with
one simple cause. M:lreover. there is no evidence of northeast~
southwest trending Mesozoic structures in this part of the
Rockies.
Clark Range Salient 2! ~ Lewis Thrust
The Clark Range and the Lewis and LiVingstone ranges in
~ntana together form a large eastward protruding salient of
the Lewis thrust plate. referred to as the Clark Range sal=
ient (Fig. 34). The north end of the salient lies in the
northeast part of the map=area. In these ranges. the car=
bonates. argillites and quartzites of the Purcell are folded
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into a series of synclines ~ echelon, giving rise to an
overall regional synclinal structure. Up to 16,000 feet of
Purcell strata are involved. with up to 1.900 feet of Paleo-
zoic rocks which occur as scattered erosional remnants in
synclinal troughs. The Lewis thrust closely follows the
bedding of the hanging wall strata. Beneath most of the
Clark Range the Lewis thrust is overlain by the Waterton
~rmation while in the Glacier National Park area it is over-
lain by the Altyn Formation. Subsidiary thrusts occur in
the Clark Range but are not important except in the south,
where they were mapped by Douglas (1952). Although they have
not been mapped in Montana it is assumed that they extend
across the international boundary. Relatively small normal
faults, with throws of up to 500 feet. occur in the Clark
Range. mostly more or less parallel to the regional struc-
tural strike.
Close to the Flathead Valley, paralleling the Flathead
fault, the west limb of the Clark Range syncline is modified
by an anticline extending from Sage Creek north to St. Eloi
Brook (Figs. 2 and 35). A similar fold, slightly ~ echelon
extends southward from Sage Creek. The Pacific Atlantic
Flathead 11 well was drilled near the crest of the anticline
at Sage Creek. It penetrated the Lewis thrust at a depth of
4,400 feet, (55 feet subsea). The same fold is breached by
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in which the Lewis thrust is overlain by Altyn strata north
!g
erosion in the valleys of Cate Creek and Haig Brook, expos-
ing the Lewis thrust which, on the crest of the fold, lies
at elevations up to 6,500 feet.
At the south end of the Clark Range salient, at Marias
Pass in MOntana, the structure is almost a mirror image of
that at North Kootenay Pass. The surface trace of the Lewis
thrust changes direction sharply, coincident with a migra-
tion of the thrust plane up=section southward in the Protero-
zoic strata of the hanging wall. Childers (1964, p. 380)
shows a northwest=southeast cross=section across Marias Pass
of the pass and by Siyeh strata south of the pass, represent-
ing a southward up=section migration of the thrust of 6,000
feet through the hanging wall sequence in 15 miles.
Origin 2!~ Clark Range salient
The north end of the Clark Range salient falls Within
the area mapped by the author. The south end, at Marias
Pass, Montana, was mapped by Childers (1963). The plan of
the salient (Fig. 34) suggests that it may have been formed
by movement about "pivots" at North Kootenay Pass and Marias
Pass. This is also suggested by the sharp change in strike
between the Flathead and Clark Rangell at North Kootenay Pails.
However, by studying the remanent magnetism of some Upper
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Purcell rocks (Norris and Black9 1962). showed that there
had been no differential rotation about North Kootenay Pass
and that the Flathead and Clark Range moved east=northeast.
parallel to each other. This indicates that the northwest-
southeast fold trends of the Clark Range and the north-south
trends of the Flathead Range are related to the original
shape of the thrust plate rather than to the direction of
its movement.
Structures in the Alberta Foothills east of the Clark
Range salient were also influenced by the shape of the sal-
ient rather than by its direction of movement. Fox (1959.
p. 1020) states:
"At Fincher Creek the ge~ral strike at the sur=
face is about N. 450 W •• whereas the strike of the
reservoir body (Rundle) is N. 300 W. For this
reason the strike of the reservoir is commonly
thought to be peculiar. The fact is that there
is nothing very peculiar about the strike of the
Rundle; on the contrary. it is reasonably con=
sistent with the strike of the foothills as a
whole. It is the strike of the surface beds that
is peculiar. They have been bulged eastward in
Fincher Creek area and south by the eastward move=
ment of the Lewis thrust sheet. which apparently
stripped the Colorado and younger beds from their
foundations and pushed them eastward. accompanied
by considerable piling and imbrication in front.
The Rundle9 being deeply buried and relatively re-mote from the thrust sheet. was less affected by
its movement and. furthermore was affected later
than were the Cretaceous beds".
ia
The deep structures east of the Clark Range salient
strikenormal to the direction of compression. while th~
...._-------------~-------
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shallower ones, like those of the Lewis thrust plate itself
are governed by the shape of the overthrust plate. which
must have been similar to its present outline.
In the discussion of North Kootenay Pass, it was stated
(p.97 ) that the most likely explanation for the change in
strike of the Lewis thrust and its rapid change of glide
horizon in the hanging wall was that the fault surface was
irregular, i.e•• the form of the incipient thrust plate was
much like its present form.
Childers (1963) showed that although the Lewis thrust
closely parallels the bedding of the overy ling Purcell strata
throughout most of the Clark Range salient, at the frontal
edge. it cuts up~section eastward through the overlying
strata at angles up to 20 degrees. This also suggests that
the present east edge must be close to the east margin of
the incipient Lewis thrust plate.
The foregoing evidence shows that the shape of the
Clark Range salient is similar to that of the incipient
~wis thrust plate before movement. The mechanism proposed
by Dahlstrom for the North Kootenay Pass structure can also
be applied to the structure at Marias Pass. Childers (1964,
p. 380) states that at Marias Pass:
"•••• a southwest~trending anticlinal
fold in the Lewis fault surface has been breached
by erosion to enhance the re~entrant in the surfaCe
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Tectonic Windows ~ ~ Lewis Thrust
Erosion of the Lewis thrust plate has produced tectonic
windows in both MOntana and in the Flathead area of British
Columbia. Near Marias Pass in Montana. close to the edge
of the Clark Range salient. Cretaceous rocks are exposed in
a small window. overlain by strata of the Altyn Formation.
Rossos compilation map (1959) shows that much of the window
trace at the south end of the Clark Range salient".
He suggests that this and other broad transverse struc~
tures. described earlier by Willis (1902) may have been
formed by movements unrelated to the thrusting. However.
a simpler explanation is that the structure at Marias Pass
was produced during thrusting in a manner similar to that
suggested by Dahlstrom (1962. p. 390) for the formation of
the structure at North Kootenay Pass. while other transverse
structures may also be due simply to irregularities in the
shape of the original thrust plate.
Figure 38 is a schematic diagram to show that a thrust
plate haVing a plan like the Clark Range salient must give
rise to transverse folds at both ends during its emplacement
simply because of its geometry. Within the salient. other
irregularities in the plan of the incipient thrust plate
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is obscured by Quaternary landslide deposits. This is also
a feature of two of the windows in the Clark Range. Figure
41 is a generalized geologic map of the Cate Creek and Haig
Brook windows. based on the authorOs mapping. following
earlier mapping by Price (1959. 1962) and Norris (1959).
~ Creek window: In the eastern part of the mapped
area, a broad anticline close to the western edge of the
Clark Range has been breached in several valleys. exposing
Cretaceous strata in the footwall of the Lewis thrust.
In the valley of Cate Creek there is a window approxi~
mately two square miles in extent. The Lewis thrust and over~
lying Purcell strata are folded in a broad anticline and the
elevation of the thrust plane at the crest is 5.500 feet on
the north wall of the valley. 6.300 feet on the south side.
Exposures of cretaceous rocks beneath the thrust are very
~or and Widely scattered. since much of the valley is filled
with landslide material and talus.
Overlying the thrust. the Waterton Formation, which
from afar appears only gently folded. is out by innumerable
small. closely spaced. west=dipping thrusts. At the base of
the Waterton they join the Lewis thrust. but few of them
penetrate the top of the Waterton. Instead. they join in a
single plane of decollement close to the top of the forma=




figure 39. Tombstone MOuntain. south side of Cate Creek win-
dow. Numerous small thrusts in imbricate zone
above the Lewis thrust (concealed beneath talus)
cut the Waterton Formation without affecting theoverlying Altyn. View south.
Figure 40. Hal,g Brook window from saddle east of Tombstone
























foreshortening of the small thrusts and, in places, curves
upward cutting the overlying Altyn Formation. Figure 39
shows these thrusts clearly exposed in the north face of
Tombstone MOuntain.
In addition to landslides, the Gate Creek window is
characterized geomorphologically by l~rge blocks of Waterton
carbonates, at various stages of detac~ent from the valley
walls. This is due to subsidence or erosion of the soft
Cretaceous sandstones and shales immediately beneath the
thrust, removing the support for the ov~rlying brittle and
well jointed Waterton limestones and dolo~tes. which then
break off in large blocks.
l!!Y.& Brook window (Fig. 40) ~ South of Tombstone MOuntain
in the valley of Haig Brook, there i~ allotherwindow, about
l~ square miles in extent, almost completely filled with
Qu~ternary landslide material. At the crest of the anticline,
the Lewis thrust lies at elevations of 6,500 feet and 6,000
feet on the north and south sides of the valley, respectively.
Sub-Lewis thrust strata, consisting of green shales and car-
bonaceous sandstones of the Cretaceous Blairmore Group, are
exposed in the extreme southwest cornElrof the window, near
the bend in Haig Brook. Talus in the valley suggests that
the Blairmore is overlain by or faulted against younger
stratain the northeastern part of the window. South of Haig
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Brook. the Lewis thrust and underlying strata are well ex~
posed in the valley of a small tributary of Haig Brook.
Arkose and carbonaceous sandstones of the uppermost Blairmore
Group are exposed beneath the thrust. overlain in one local~
ity by water~laid tuffs of the Crowsnest Formation.
This window may be regarded as part of the Haig Brook
window. for it is separated from it only by Quaternary de~
posits. About a mile further south is the valley of Middle=
pass Creek. The north side of the valley is filled with
landslide material. lmmediately east of the landslide area.
the Waterton strata on the north side of the creek display
the same block~fracturing and slumping that marks the posi~
tion of the Lewis thrust in the Cate Creek and Haig Brook
windows. This suggests that. although the base of the
Waterton is obscured. the Lewis thrust may be present in the
valley of Middlepass Creek. immediately beneath the Recent
alluvium and landslide material. underlain by Mesozoic sand~
stones and shales.
It is interesting to note that. in the fold extending
from Cate Creek to Sage Creek which is breached in the Cate
~eek and Haig Brook windows. the anticline involving the
~wis thrust and overlying strata plunges to the south about
6,000 feet from Cate Creek to Sage Creek, but the underlying




The Flathead fault is a major normal fault, downthrown
to the west and part of a regional normal fault system ex=
tending from south of Marias Pass in MOntana (Fig. 34) to
north of Latitude 500 N. in British Columbia, a distance of
over 160 miles. The Flathead fault itself extends from
Marias Pass to a point about 11 miles northwest of Flathead
townsite. and continues northward as the Loop fault. Accord-
ing to Price (1962), the Flathead fault terminated at this
~int and the Loop fault is a separate fault about a mile to
the west. Fbr reasons that will be discussed in the follow-
ing pages, the author regards the Loop and Flathead faults as
one, as is shown in Figure 35. At the north end of the Loop
fault, the displacement is taken up by the south end of the
Erickson fault:,two miles to the east, which is connected to
the Loop fault by an east:='Westnormal fault (Fig. 35). The
Erickson fault can be traced for another 30 miles farther
in Pacific Atlantic Flathead No.1 well (Fig. 35), immediately
beneath the Lewis thrust at Sage Creek at a depth of 55 feet
subsea. At Cate Creek, 12 miles to the north, the Rundle
was penetrated by the Shell Honolulu Flathead well (Fig. 35),
at a depth of 1.196 feet subsea, almost 7,000 feet beneath
the thrust.
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north. It is the most northerly sector of the Flathead fault
system. Dahlstrom~ ~ (1962) refer to this fault as the
Fording MOuntain fault.
The apparent lack of a connection between the Loop and
Flathead faults on Priceos map (1962). similar to that be=
tween the Loop and Erickson is an anomaly. for it is unlikely
that a fault system extending for over 160 miles. with dis=
placements of tens of thousands of feet. should have a point
of negligible displacement in the middle. MOre direct evi=
dance that a connection actually exists comes from a study
of Price ° s own mapping north of the Flathead area. On the
east side of the Erickson fault. Price (1962) mapped several
thrusts (one is shown in Fig. 35) that are truncated by the
fault and are not exposed on the downthrown side to the west.
Therefore. the strata exposed on opposite sides of the fault
south of the point where it cuts off the thrusts belong to
different thrust plates. Following the fault southward and
observing the mapped relationships between the strata on
opposite sides of the Erickson and Loop faults. one is forced
to the conclusion that where Price has shown the Loop fault
dying out. it is extremely unlikely that the strata on
opposite sides of the fault belong to the same thrust sheet.
The thick. thrust=faulted Jurassic and Triassic sequenc~
exposed in the map area on the north side of McLatchie Creek.
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truncated by the Flathead fault, is not represented on the
opposite (upthrown) side of the fault. Conversely. the-',
Barnes and Squaw Creek faults (Fig. 35) whose south ends
are truncated by the Flathead fault are not exposed on the
downthrown side of the fault. Both these features suggest
strongly that the Flathead fault in this sector separates
two different thrust plates, otherwise structures exposed on
one side of the fault should also be exposed on the other.
The B. A. Fernie well, drilled on the west flank of the
Fernie basin (Fig. 35), penetrated 8,500 feet of Fernie
strata, although the true stratigraphic thickness in the
area is only about 1.000 feet (Frebold, 1957). The thicken-
ing is due to folding and repetition by major thrusts. No
comparable thrusts in Fernie or higher strata are exposed on
the east flank of the basin and the simplest explanation is
that they are in the subsurface west of the Loop or Flathead
fault, and that they have been removed by erosion from the
east (upthrown) side. Here is further evidence that the
strata on either side of the Flathead fault belong to dif-
ferent,thrust plates. Thus, at the point where Price (1962)
shows the Flathead and Loop faults dying out. the strata
east ~nd west of the faults belong to separate thrust plates
so that the displacement cannot be negligible as shown by
Price.
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The evidence that the Flathead fault separates strata
of different thrust plates and has a displacement greater
than is indicated by the stratigraphic relationships across
it is of the greatest importance in the interpretation of
the HOwell Creek window. discussed later in the thesis.
From northwest of Flathead south to the international
boundary. Devonian to Cretaceous strata are exposed on the
downthrown of the Flathead fault. overlain by Tertiary de~
posits in the southern part of the Flathead valley that are
contemparaneous with the fault movement. The Cretaceous and
Jurassic strata exposed on the downthrown side of the fault
at Flathead townsite are part of the northwest flank of the
northeast=plunging nose of the MacDonald dome. Southeast~ i•
Iward. crossing the dome. progressively older rocks are ex=
posed. down to the Fairholme Group. Proceeding southward.
younger beds are again exposed on the east flank of the dome.
However. in this part of the valley. Mississippian to Cre=
taceous rocks are overlain unconformably by the Tertiary
deposits of the Kishenehn Formation. Since the Kishenehn
~----
was being deposited during movement of the Flathead fault
it cannot be used directly for determining stratigraphic
separation across the fault. There is no information on
what lies beneath the Kishenehn adjacent to the fault. but
eastward ~trapolation of the attitudes of the strata in th~
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Dip £! ~ Flathead Fault
According to G~ G. L. Henderson (Oral communication,;,
1964), the Flathead fault has a westerly dip of 28 degrees
in the small valley immediately south of Pollock Lookout,
three miles southeast of Flathead. Seismic work by Shell
Canada Ltd. (A. W. Bally, personal communication, 1965),
shows that further south, along the west side of the Clark
~nge, the dip is about 30 degrees. Thus, the horiz9ntal
displacement is greater than the throw. and the east-west
trending sectors of the fault at Flathead townsite and at
Middlepass Creek (Fig. 35) have predominantly strike-slip
mvement. Dahlstrom ~ A! (1962) show cross sections based
on well evidence in which the Erickson fault (Figs. 34 and
east flank of the MacDonald dome, and of those of the
Kishenehn Formation, indicates that Mesozoic strata should
be present in the hanging wall of the fault, underlying the
Kishenehn.
On the upthrown side of the Flathead fault, Paleozoic
and Mesozoic strata of the south end of the Flathead Range
are found near Flathead townsite, in the Clark Range and its
southward extensions, while the upthrown side exposes Pro-
terozoic strata of the Purcell System at least as far south
as Marias Pass.
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35). the northernmo~t fault of the Flathead fault system.
has a west dip of 55 to 70 degrees.
The Flathead and associated faults truncate pre=existing
structures of the Lewis and other thrust 'plates. These nor-
mal faults originated after the thrusting and folding in the
area. Fossils in the Kishenehn Formation. deposited during
the Flathead fault movement, have been dated by Russell (1954.
1955) as latest Eocene or earliest Oligocene.
It is not certain whether the Flathead fault actually
cuts the Lewis thrust or whether it flattens with depth and
merges with it. Where the two fault~ are exposed close to
each other. the attitudes are so similar that the faults
could merge with little bending of either in the subsurface.
Dahlstrom ~~. (1962) in their discussion of the Calstan
Fording MOuntain well (fig. 34). which penetrated the Lewis
thrust west of the surface trace of the Flathead fault
system. concluded that either interpretation was possible.
A, W. Bally (personal communication. 1965) stated that
seismic reflection profiles showed that the Flathead fault
and the Lewis thrust merged at depth beneath the Flathead
Valley, south of the Haig Brook window.
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Structures West of the Flathead Fault--- .
M.acDonald ~
Contrasting strongly with the faulted and tightly folded
structures east of the Flathead fault. the MacDonald dome is
a broad northeast=southwest trending anticlinal feature that
forms a high dissected plateau of Mississippian and Devonian
limestones and dolomites. flanked and capped in places by
sandstones of the Permo=Pennsylvanian Rocky Mountain Group.
The edges of the plateau are the dip slopes of the dome,
sloping east and southeast to the Flathead Valley on one
flank and northwestward into the valley of MeLatchie Creek
on the other. Both valleys have been eroded in relatively
non=reslstant Jurassic and Cretaceous sandstones and shales.
The dome lies on the downthrown side of the Flathead fault,
Which truncates its northeastdPlunging nose. According to
~ice (1962), the dome is underlain by the Lewis thrust at
,depthsof 10,000 to 15,000 feet below the surface. In the
view of the author and of Oswald (1964a), the dome is undez>
lain by a thrust at a depth of only 5,000 feet. The Mac~
~nald dome is actually made up of two parallel anticlines.
The larger. which has beE!nreferi'ed to as the Shepp Creek
anticline. exposes Devonian strata in the valley two miles
north of Shepp Creek and farther north, in the Flathead Valley.
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The axis plunges to both northeast and southwest. but normal
faults cutting the northeast-plunging nose of the fold have
brought up the oldest beds exposed in the fold at its north-
east end. close to the Flathead fault.
Many normal faults cut this fold. most of them parallel
or normal to the axial trend. The largest faults are those
normal to the axis; most. but not all. are downthrown to the
southwest, like the Flathead fault. West of this fold.a
similar broad anticline is best developed in Shepp Creek.
exposing limestones of the liVingstone Formation in the core.
At least forty normal faults cut the MacDonald dome.
with displacements ranging from a few feet (Fig. 42) to
thousands of feet. The larger ones. normal to the axial
trend. include the Harvey fault. Shepp fault (Fig. 43) and
~llock fault. The Pollock and Shepp faults. downthrown to
the southwest and northeast respectively. both with throws
of up to 3.000 feet. form a small graben. in which the Flat-
head River flows parallel to. and two miles southwest of the
Flathead fault. The Pollock fault terminates against the
Flathead fault at its southeast end and dies out at the other
end at Flathead. The Shepp fault. however. swings sharply
southward opposite the point where the Pollock fault meets
the Flathead fault. and dies out southward near Harvey Creek.
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Figure 42. Normal faults in the MacDonald dome. View south-
east, faults downthrown to right.
Figure43. Shepp fault, east flank of MacDonald dome. The
fault separates Palliser (right) from Rundle
(left). In the background are Flathead Valley




dipping reverse fault and tnat the beds on either side may
belong to different thrust plates. However. since the fault
can be seen dipping east at the surface (Fig. 43). and the
structures can be traced across it. there seems to be no
valid reason for introducing this additional complication.
The strike of the east flank of the MacDonald dome
changes at Harvey Creek. south of which it is northwest=
southeast. with the northeast=dipping Mississippian carbon=
ates of Piasoo Ridge and Trachyte Ridge. forming the west
side.
The Harvey fault is the largest and most important of
the faults of the MacDonald dome. It will be discussed in
detail in connection with the Howell Creek window.
Howell Creek Window (Fig. 44)
The Howell Creek window lies between the MacDonald dome
and northeast MacDonald Range. Unlike the Cate Creek and
Haig Brook wind!>ws in the Clark Range. the Howell Creek
window is a complex structure. the original thrust/subthrust
relationships having been considerably modified by faulting
subsequent to the thrusting. Within the window. Upper
Cretaceous rocks of the Belly River. Wapiabi. Cardium. and
possibly Blackstone Formations are exposed. in fault contact
with the surrounding Triassic to Proterozoic sedimentary
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of younger rocks thrust over older. or a normal fault with
a low diP. downthrown to the northwest. All publications
on the subject so far have accepted the former interpreta-
tion. Although the latter is possible, it is less consistent
with the nature of the deformation in the southern Canadian
Rockies.
A!E&m Fault: The Akan fault forms the northwest bound-
ary of the Howell Creek window. The surface trace of the
fault strikes northeast-southwest between the Harvey fault
and the Twentynine Mile thrust. It does not cross either,
although there is a normal fault in the MacDonald dome that
abuts the Harvey fault at about the point where the Akan
fault does. and it may be related to it.
Both Price (1959, 1962) and Oswald (1964a) have mapped
this fault as the continuation of the Twentynine Mile thrust,
bringing Livingstone 'to,Etherington rocks (Mississippian) of
the hanging wall over Cretaceous rocks of the Howell Creek
window in the footwall. Price regarded it as a folded low-
angle thrust, and mapped small tectonic windows in it, one
in Harvey Creek, the other at the head of a tributary of
IDdgepole Creek. Detailed mapping in the area has shown
that neither window exists. The strata previously mapped
as Upper Cretaceous are actually in the Rocky Mountain and
Rundle groups. Priceos map shows the Akan fault (referred
high=angle Akan fault forms the
window and the low=angle Howell
northwest boundary of the
\
fault marks its southeastern
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rocks and Cretaceous igneous rocks. No i$neous intrusive
rocks have been found within the window.
The Cretaceous strata in the window dip inward, strik-
ing parallel to the bounding faults except on the southwest
side where the structure is complicated by thrusting and
folding beneath the Twentynine Mile thrust. Lack of outcrop
prevents delineation of structures in this area.
The Howell Creek window is bounded by four faults of
various types. The northeast boundary is the Harvey fault,
Which separates the window from the MacDonald dome. The
southwest boundary is a thrust. referr,d to by Price (1959,
1962) as the Lewis thrust. (here referred to as the twenty-
nine Mile thrust) overlain by west= and south=dipping Pro-
terozoic and Paleozoic strata that form the northeast Mac-
Donald Range. Between this thrust: and the Harvey fault, the
limit. The nature of the bounding faults has been the sub-
ject of considerable discussion (Price. 1959, 1962; Oswald,
1964; Jones. 1964). The following few pages will be devotl'ld,
to detailed descriptions of these faults, including their
geometry and stratigraphic relationships.
Harvey fault (Fig. 44): The Harvey fault extends from
a point near the head of the north fork of Lodgepo~e Creek
~ ..._---------------
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southeastward to the lower reaches of Howell Creek, below its
confluence with Twentynine Mile Creek. Over most of its
length it is a normal fault dipping steeply southwest. The
northwest end of the fault is exposed in a small east~facing
cirque near the head of Lodgepole Creek. Fernie shales on
the northeast side of the fault lie in contact with Kootenay
sandstones and coal measures on the southwest (downthrown)
side. The throw at this point is about 800 feet. The fault
passes southeastward along the north side of Lodgepole Lake.
Rundle and Rocky MOuntain strata above the lake are faulted
against Fernie shales, which lie in a small northwest~
southeast graben. On the south side of the graben. Rundle
and RockY MOuntain strata are again exposed in the north end
of northeast MacDonald Range. their attitudes corresponding
with those of the same formations north of the lake, but
downdropped with respect to them. Immediately east of the
lake, a small reverse fault is visible in the north wall of
the valley. It can be traced across the Harvey fault into
the northeast MacDonald Range. At the head of Harvey Creek,
the Harvey fault separates the Livingstone Formation north-
east of the fault from Mount Head and Etherington Formations
(Mississippian) on the downthrown side, in a northeast-
plunging anticline that crosses the fault. The throw of the
fault in this sector is about 2.000 feet. Farther southeast,
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the strata on the southwecst side of the Harvey fault are
displaced by the Akan fault, which forms the northwest
boundary of the Howell Creek window. This fault places
Upper Cretaceous strata southeast of it in contact with the
Mississippian formations on the downthrown side of the
Harvey fault. Southeast of the point where these two faults
meet, the Harvey fault exposes Mississippian strata of the
MacDonald dome on the northeast side of the fault, and Upper
Cretaceous sandstones and shales in the valley on the south-
west side of the fault. The Harvey fault forms the north-
east boundary of the Howell Creek window for a distance of
four miles, to the point where the Howell fault, marking the
southeast boundary of the window, abuts against it. South-
east of this point, the Harvey fault has a throw of about
3,000 feet, with Livingstone limestones on the northeast
(upthrown) side and strata of the RockY Mountain Group on
the downthrown side. Traced farther southeast the throw
diminishes and the fault dies out about five miles southeast
of the Howell Creek window.
The problem of the Harvey fault, which is involved in
any discussion of the Howell Creek window is whether, in the
sector where it bounds the window, the Cretaceous rocks are
downthrown with respect to the adjacent Mississippian of the
MacDonald dome or whether they originally lay beneath the
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TWentynine ~ Thrust: Price (1959, 1962) called this
thrust. which places the Paleozoic and Proterozoic rocks of
the northeast MacDonald Range above the Cretaceous of the
Howell Creek window, the Lewis thrust. Both Oswald (1964a)
and Jones (1964) have objected to this on the grounds that
the Lewis thrust is overlain by the Waterton Formation in
the windows of the Clark Range. seven miles to the east,
whereas this thrust is overlain by strata that are up to
13,000 feet higher in the section. For the Lewis thrust to
cut up=section towards its root would be contrary to one of
the IOOst fundamental principles of overthrusting. Oswald
(1964a) called the thrust the Western thrust while Jones
(1964) referred to it as the Southwest Boundary thrust. The-.
MacDonald dome. beneath the TWentynine Mile thrust and were
later displaced upward by the Harvey fault to their present
position.
term TWentynine Mile thrust is used in this paper since it
is a name with some geographical significance.
The thrust can be traced along the east side of the
divide between Howell and TWentynine Mile creeks, near the
top of the ridge. Toward the south end of the ridge, the
thrust t~ns across the ridge toward TWentynine Mile Creek.
Here, the Devonian rocks of the hanging wall can be seen to
overlie the Wapiabi shales in the footwall (Fig. 46) which
.,-.._-------------
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Harvey fault, east of Lodgepole Lake. A similar fault, dip-
in turn overlie Triassic rocks beneath the Howell fault.
The dip of the thrust where it crosses the ridge is about
SO to the southwest. To the southwest it steepens beneath
northeast MacDonald Range.
From the intersection of the Twentynine Mile thrust and
the Akan fault, a subsidiary, steeply west-dipping reverse
fault continues northward and ends on the north side of the
ping southwest and south, extends southeastward from the
intersection of the Tw~ntynine Mile thrust with the Howell
fault.
Howell Fault: The Howell fault forms the southeast
boundary of the Howell Creek window. The fault strikes
approximately at right angles to the Harvey fault against
which its northeast ~nd abuts the southwest and terminates
against the Twentynine Mile thrust. The fault dips at from
30 to 45 degrees to the northwest, closely paralleling the
bedding of the overlying Cardium sandstone and shales. Be-
neath the fault, in the footwall, are sub-horizontal Triassic
siltstones of the Spray River Fbrmation.
The Howell fault is either a reverse fault, which moved
Cretaceous ·strata beneath the Twentynine Mile thrust, upward
,
and over the Triassic and older rocks in the hanging wall of
that thrust, giving the apparently anomalous relationship
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of younger rocks thrust over older. or a normal fault with
a low diP. downthrown to the northwest. All publications
on the subject so far have accepted the former interpreta-
tion. Although the latter is possible. it is less consistent
with the nature of the deformation in the southern Canadian
Rockies.
A!sm Fault: The Akan fault forms the northwest bound-
ary of the Howell Creek window. The surface trace of the
fault strikes northeast-southwest between the Harvey fault
and the Twentynine Mile thrust. It does not cross either.
although there is a normal fault in the MacDonald dome that
abuts the Harvey fault at about the point where the Akan
fault does, and it may be related to it.
Both Price (1959, 1962) and Oswald (l964a) have mapped
this fault as the continuation of the Twentynine Mile thrust.
bringing livingstone 'to,Etherington rocks (Mississippian) of
the hanging wall over Cretaceous rocks of the Howell Creek
window in the footwall. Price regarded it as a folded low-
angle thrust. and mapped small tectonic windows in it, one
in Harvey Creek. the other at the head of a tributary of
wdgepole Creek. Detailed mapping in the area has shown
that neither window exists. The strata previously mapped
as Upper Cretaceous are actually in the Rocky Mountain and
Rundle groups. Priceus map shows the Akan fault (referred
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to as the Lewis thrust) to have a fairly irregular surface
trace. typical of a low~angle thrust. Later detailed mapping.
however. indicates that the trace of the fault is almost
straight. Such a trace, in an area of considerable relief.
is indicative of a fault having a;steep dip. Thus. the Akan
fault cannot be a low angle thrust. It is a steeply~dipping
fault and although the direction of the dip is unknown. it
seems most likely that it dips toward the Howell Creek window
like the Howell fault and is a reverse fault. In common with
the Howell fault. it is overlain by the Cardium Formation.
which strikes parallel to its surface trace and dips steeply
southeast. Thus. it appears that the Howell and Akan faults
dip toward each other and are similar in most respects. the
main differences being simply that the Akan fault has the
steeper dip.
The assumption that the Akan fault is similar to the
HOwell fault simplifies the problem (although not necessarily
its solution) of the Howell Creek window. As in the case of
the Harvey fault. where it bounds the Howell Creek window.
the problem of the Howell and Akan faults is whether they
are normal or reverse faults. Direct field evidence does
not answer the problem. Although sketch=maps and cross sec~
tions shOWing both interpretations are given in the dis=
cussion of interpretations of the Howell Creek Window,
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Northeast MacDonald Range (Figure 47)
The northeast part of the MacDonald Range is a rugged
arcuate mountain range that lies west and south of the Howell
Creek window. The higher ridges are formed of Mississippian
and Devonian dolomites and limestones. Purcell strata are
exposed at lower elevations in the Howell Creek and TWenty~
nine Mile Creek drainage area thrust over the Cretaceous
strata in the Howell Creek window by the TWentynine Mile
thrust. Syenite intrusions occur in the Purcell and Cam~
brian rocks at the headwaters of TWentynine Mile and Howell
Creeks.
The structure of northeast MacDonald Range is simple.
In the northern part. :Lmmediately south of Lodgepole Lake.
the range is formed of steeply west~dipping Mississippian
and Devonian rocks (Fig. 47). At the head of TWentynine
Mile Creek. the strike swings eastward and in that part of
the range the Paleozoic rocks dip southward. Relatively
minor folds occur on the dip slopes of the range. mostly
outside the mapped area.
The most complex structures are found along the ridge
between TWentynine Mile and Howell Creeks, in the Purcell
indirect evidence suggests that the Akan and Howell faults
are reverse faults.
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FigurE!47. V1E!Wsouth of north end of northeast MacDonald
Range. Palliser to Rocky Mountain strata form
the ridge, thrust over sub~horizontal Mount




strata overlying the TWentynine Mile thrust. Dips are steep
and it is very likely that some of the beds are overturned
to the west. Exposures of Purcell strata alternate with
exposures of Cretaceous syenite and it is not possible to
tell whether they are faulted against each other, as Oswald
(1964) has shown, or whether the scattered occurrences of
Purcell rocks are roof pendants.
Northeast=dipping Devonian strata occur above the
TWentynine Mile thrust at its easternmost tip, on the ridge
between Howell and TWentynine Mile creeks (Fig. 44), sug=
gesting that the northeast MacDonald Range may be the west
flank of an eroded anticline, whose axis trends northwest=
southeast.
The north end of the range can be traced across the
Harvey fault at Lodgepole Lake with little displacement.
The south end of the range is separated from Trachyte Ridge
by several faults, none of which has a large displacement.
Minor west=dipping strike faults occur at the head of Howell
Creek which cut out parts of the Devonian and Cambrian sec=
tion.
Oswald (l964a) has suggested that a major normal fault,
downthrown to the east, the Howell Creek fault, exists be=
tween the Paleozoic rocks of northeast MacDonald Range and
the Purcell strata overlying the TWentynine Mile thrust.
--- --~--- - -
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Neither Price (1958, 1962) nor the writer have mapped a
fault of this nature and much of the area where it is mapped
by Oswald is devoid of outcrop. A fuller discussion of the
fault will be found in the review of theories of tectonic
development of the Flathead area (P.l36).
----~- -
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TECTONIC DEYElPPMENT Ql B FIATHEAD ARM
Interpretation 2i ~ Structure 2i ~ Flathead ~
East of the Flathead fault the structure has been
delineated accurately by many workers and the surface struc~
tural relationships are well known. In his compilation map.
Price (1962) includes all previous mapping by the Geological
Survey of Canada in southwestern Alberta and southeastern
British Columbia.
The principal problem of the Flathead area concerns
the structures west of the Flathead fault. their relation~
ships to each other and to structures east of the Flathead
fault. The key to the structural interpretation of this
area is the Howell Creek window and the faults that bound
it. Different interpretations of the relationships in and
around the Howell Creek window have led to three different
interpretations of the structure of the Flathead area to
date. These interpretations will be discussed in the fol=
lOWing pages.
All interpretations of the Flathead area have one fea~
ture in common. This is the assumption that in one or more
localities. a normal fault (the particular fault involved
depends on the interpretation) has displaced an overthrust
plate more or less vertically. resulting in the juxtaposition
132
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of strata of different overthrust plates on either side of
a normal fault. Hence the actual displacement of the normal
fault is greater than or opposite to that which is indicated
by the stratigraphic separation across them (Fig. 48).
Price (1958, 1962) mapped the HOwell Creek window as a
tectonic window in the Lewis overthrust (Fig. 49). Oswald
(1964a) suggested that the Twentynine Mile thrust exposed in
the Howell Creek window, is higher than the Lewis and under-
lies the MacDonald dome at shallow depth. He postulated
that the strata, including those of the MacDonald dome sur-
rounding the Howell Creek window, lie in a graben between
northeast MacDonald Range and the Clark Range (Fig. 50).
Jones (1964) also suggested that the Howell Creek window ex-
posed a thrust higher than the leWis, but proposed a differ-
ent mechanism of emplacement. In reading the following re-
view of interpretations of the Howell Creek window, frequent
reference to Figures 49 to 53 will be found helpful if not
essential. The review includes descriptions of various in-
terpretations, their regional implications, and a critical
discussion in the light of local and regional field evidence.
It should be noted that in interpretations 1 and 2, by
Price (1962) and Oswald (1964a) the descriptions of struc-
tures are taken from those authors' publications.
If--. _
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Figure 48. Diagram showing how a normal fault cutting a thrust may
have a larger displacement than is indicated by the
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14 The Howell Creek Window II ~ Window !Do ~ Lewis Thrust
(Fbure 49)
According to Price (1962) the Howell Creek window is
bounded by three faults: the Lewis thrust. Howell thrust.
and Harvey fault. The Lewis thrust forms the west and north
boundary of the window and includes the Akan fault mapped by
the author (po 126). West of the window the Lewis thrust is
overlain by Purcell to Fairholme strata (Proterozoic to
Devonian). The thrust plane passes upward through the hang-
ing wall sequence in a northerly direction so that at the
north end of the window it is overlain directly by strata of
the Etherington Formation (Mississippian). TWo minor windows
in the Lewis thrust north of the Howell Creek window were
also mapped by Price (1958). The Upper Cretaceous strata in
the Howell Creek window, overlain by the Lewis thrust them-
selves overlie the Howell thrust at the south end of the
window. According to Price, the Howell thrust displaced the
Lewis thrust together with a slice of Cretaceous strata in
the Lewis thrust footwall. Thus, the Howell thrust. which
is later than the LeWis, places Upper Cretaceous beds over
Triassic at the south end of the window. Both thrusts abut
against the Harvey fault, which is the youngest of the
boundary faults, downthrown to the west. On the upthrown
side of the Harvey fault, the Lewis and Howell thrusts are
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combined and are represented by one of the thrusts that re-
peat Jurassic and Triassic strata in the valley of McLatchie
Creek. The Howell and Lewis thrusts also merge south of the
window. The relationships are shown in cross-section by
Price (1962), which is repr~duced in simplified form in Fig.,
14 (Section A-B). According to this interpretation, the
Lewis thrust cuts 10,000 feet downsection in its direction
of motion between Howell Creek window, where it underlies the
Etherington Formation, and Cate Creek window, where it under-
lies the Waterton Formation. This behaviour appears to be a
violation of one of the most important principles of thrust
belt structures: that thrust faults cut up-section in the
direction of motion. Price (1962, p. 52) explains this
anomaly as follows:
"Changes in stratigraphic position of this charac-
ter suggests that the Lewis thrust has cut across
pre-existing structures characterized by high
relief."
The sequence of events according to Price was:
1. Low-angle thrusting9 2. Thrusting that cut earlier formed
thrust plates; 3. Normal faulting, cutting the Lewis thrust,
Howell thrust, and Harvey fault respectively.
It was the apparent anomaly in the behaviour of the
Lewis thrust that led both Oswald (1964a) and Jones (1964)




McLatchie Creek to abut against the Flathead fault townsite •
area that were more compatible with the type of thrust re~
lationships that are normal in the Canadian Rockies.
~ MacDonald ~ ~ ~ Downdropped Block Overlyin5 ~ Supra-
Lewis Thrust!!!!!. !!. Exposed .!!!. ~ Howell Creek Window
(Fi5. 50)
This theory, by Oswald (1964a). is based partly on
stratigraphic evidence. According to Oswald. the Mississip~
pian in the MacDonald dome is similar to the Mississippian
overlying the Hosmer thrust. northwest of the Flathead area.
and differs considerably from the Mississippian in both the
F~athead and MacDonald Ranges. Oswald also stat.esthat the
Roosville on the ridge north of Twentynine Mile Creek is
about 3.000 feet thick. similar to the thickness of Roosville
in the Galton Range. and almost double the thickness reported
by Price (1962) on the south side of Twentynine Mile Creek.
Oswald shows a normal fault. downthrown to the east. which
he named the Howell Creek fault. in the Valley of Twentynine
Mile Creek. The Howell Creek fault extends southeast from
there through part of northeast MacDonald Range and the
valley of Howell Creek. to join the Flathead fault somewhere
in the southern part of Flathead Valley. The fault also ex-





The sector of the fault between Twentynine Mile Creek and
lodgepOle Lake was mapped as a west-dipping reverse fault
by both Price (1962) and Jones (1964). Similarly the sector
of the Howell Creek fault in the Valley of McLatchie Creek
was mapped by Price and Jones as a thrust, unrelated to the
reverse fault in the Twentynine Mile Creek=Lodgepole Lake
sector.
In OswaldDs interpretation, the Howell Creek fault has
a throw of at least 15,000 feet in the central sector, in
the valley of Twentynine Mile Creek, downthrown to the east.
The MacDonald dome, the Howell Creek window and surrounding
strata all lie in a graben between the Howell Creek fault
and the Flathead fault.
Like Price (1962) Oswald has included the Akan fault
with the Western thrust. Western thrust (Oswald) ~ Lewis
thrust (Price) =(Twentynine Mile thrust + Akan fault) (Jones,
this paper). His map (Fig. 50) shows it as a low=angle
thrust. Oswald shows a tectonic window in the Western thrust
at Lodgepole Lake, in which Rundle strata overlie shales of
the Alberta Group (U. Cretaceous) similar to those in the
Howell Creek window.
The principal implication of OswaldDs interpretation is, .
that the MacDonald dome is underlain by the Western thrust
at shallow depth. The Western thrust is offset vertically
.,---
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by the Flathead fault which, since it separates strata of
different thrust plates (Lewis and Western) has considerable
greater displacement than is apparent from the stratigraphic
relationships across it. Also implicit in this interpreta-
tion is the conclusion that the Harvey fault is downthrown
to the east, except at its north end, although the strati-
graphic relationships across it suggest the contrary.
This interpretation does not attribute any anomalous
characteristic to the Lewis thrust. According to Oswald,
the Lewis thrust lies at a depth of about 11,000 feet sub-
sea, beneath the MacDonald dome on'"the downthrown side of
the Flathead fault. Oswald correlates the Western thrust
with the Hosmer thrust, which is the largest thrust exposed
in the southern Rocky MOuntains west of the Lewis.
h Thel J!owell Creek Window!. Simple Graben (Fis. 51)
This interpretation is the simplest possible. It com-
bines features of Oswaldus theory and interpretation 4 by
the author. If the existence of the Howell Creek fault is
accepted, then the Cretaceous strata of the Howell Creek
Window, togetherWlth the Twentynine Mile thrust and its
hanging wall strata can be considered as a graben, down-
dropped by the Howell Creek, Harvey, Akan, and Howell faults.





strata in contact with footwall strata in the central sector.
and thus has a displacement greater than the stratigraphic
separation suggests. all faults are exactly as they appear
to be on the basis of stratigraphic relationships across
them. except perhaps the Flathead fault. This interpreta=
tian means that the Twentynine Mile thrust does not occur
beneath the MacDonald dome but does not preclude the ex=
istence of another supra=Lewis thrust beneath the dome.
fault by Oswald. field evidence suggests that it is a reverse
fault. From the mechanical point of view. either type of
fault is compatible with this interpretation. The Akan and
Howell faults are interpreted as normal faults. as their
stratigraphic relationships suggest. This interpretation
implies correlation of the Twentynine Mile thrust with the
Hosmer or some other western thrust but does not include the
MacDonald dome in the graben. Except for the Howell Creek
fault. which places Twentynine Mile thrust hanging wall
~ Howell Creek Window ~ ~ Window !a ~ Supra=Lewis Thrust
Which Underlies MacDonald ~. Northeast MacDonald Range
!!!.!! Adjacent Areas (Fig. 52)
This interpretation. by the author (Jones. 1964). has
one feature in common with Interpretation 2,(by OlSWald'(1964)
in that:the TweX)tyn1ne.Mile thrust (= Western thrust (Oswald»
is a supra=Lewis thrust. Unlike Oswald however. the author
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believes that there is evidence to show that the thrust
underlies the northeast MacDonald Range as well as the
MacDonald dome. Thus. the MacDonald dome and northeast
MacDonald Range are part of the same thrust plate. The ex~
posure of the Howell Creek window beneath the Twentynine
Mile thrust is due not to large scale normal faulting. but
to smaller differential movements within the thrust plate
itself. along faults that are purely local in extent and are
associated with the late folding of the MacDonald dome. An
important factor in this interpretation is that the author
does not regard the north boundary of the window as a thrust.
as mapped by Price and Oswald. but.a steep normal or reverse
fault. referred to as the Akan fault.
After initial overthrusting of the Twentynine Mile
thrust plate. the overthrust block was cut by the Harvey
fault. downthrown to the west. Subsequent uplift of the
Upper Cretaceous strata of the footwall of the Twentynine
Mile thrust was by the Howell and Akan faults,both reverse
faults. dipping toward each other. It is significant that
both these faults contain Blackstone and cardium strata in
the hanging wall. for this horizon is one of the most com=
man loci for thrusts in the disturbed belt. Figure 53. a
I
cross~section drawn from northwest to southeast. shows






The mechanism involves an interstratal peel such as has been
described by Norris (1961) in the Alberta FOothills. A
simplified version of cross~section DD' is shown in text
figure 53. This mechanism also entails renewed movement of
the central sector of the Harvey fault opposite to its early
motion. as well as downdropping of the blocks north and
south of the Akan and Howell faults, respectively, relative
to northeast MacDonald Range. It is assumed that all these
faults are restricted to the overthrust plate and die out
in the Mesozoic beneath the TWentynine Mile thrust. Although
the structure beneath the TWentynine Mile thrust is shown to
be simple. this is due purely to lack of subsurface infor=
rnation. It is probably complex, including such structures
as the southward continuation of the Squaw Creek and Barnes
anticlines which are exposed west of Flathead townsite north
of the Flathead fault.
As in the interpretation by Oswald, this interpretation
implies that the Flathead fault separates two different
thrust sheets. but whereas in Oswald's interpretation the
abutment of the Howell Creek fault against the Flathead
fault near Flathead townsite marks the limit of the Flathead
fault sector that separates different thrust plates. this
interpretation involves no such limitation. The MacDonald
dome is continuous with the Fernie basin. the southern part
..._-----------
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of which may be underlain by the Twentynine Mile thrust.
Also implicit in this interpretation is the assumption that
the Flathead. ~ault does not ~ie out between Flathead and
Crowsnest Pass as shown by Price (1962) but is a continu9us
fault system that includes the Loop and Erickson faults.
CriticalD.iscussion 2! Theories Concerning ~
Howell Creek Window ~ Adjacent Structures
This discussion concerns the theoretical aspects of the
problem and the revelant field evidence.
The theory that the Lewis thrust is present in the
Howell Creek window is open to objections on both grounds.
It necessitates the Lewis thrust cutting down-section in
its direction of motion. While it is not an inflexible
geological law that a thrust must cut up-section in its
direction of motion, it is an empirical fact that thrusts
in layered sequences behave in this manner and an anomaly
is on~y acceptable if the field evidence for it is over-
whelming. In this instance it is not. Detailed mapping
around the north end of the Howell Creek window by the
author has shown that the Akan fault sector of the "Lewis
thrust" is a steeply dipping fault. The two small tectonic
windows mapped by Price immediately north of the Howell




in the Western thrust close to Lodgepole Lake. According to
on ~he basis of single outcrops of Etherington and/or Rocky
MOuntain strata misidentified as Upper Cretaceous. Since
Price mapped the area a road cut has been excavated through
one window exposing undoubted Etherington strata. Priceus
interpretation of the structure implies that at Lodgepole
Lake, the Mississippian strata in the MacDonald dome north
of the lake underlie the Howell and Lewis thrusts while the
Mississippian strata south of the lake overlie both those
thrusts. If this were the case, no close correspondence
could be expected between the structures on either side of
the fault, but in fact the correspondence is extremely close.
The Rundle and Rocky MOuntain strata on either side of the
Harvey fault have attitudes that differ by less than the
limits of measurement error, and the Harvey fault cannot
have a displacement greater than is indicated by the strati~
graphic separation, i.e., about 800 feet.
The same field evidence militates against Oswaldus
interpretation. Like Price, Oswald suggests that the Harvey
fault separates two different thrust plates at Lodgepole
Lake. Also, although he did not map the windows that Price
mapped north of the Howell Creek Window, he shows the Akan
fault as a low~angle thrust, a northeast-southwest trending
sector of the Western thrust. Oswald shows a tectonic window,
- - ~. -- ~--~---~~~========;::::.
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Oswald, the strata in the window are Upper Cretaceous shales,
like those in the Howell Creek window. However, fossils from
this locality, collected by Dr. R. J. Weimer and the author
include stephanocerid ammonites, Gryphaea sp., Rhynchonella
sp. and abundant belemnites, an assemblage that is typical
of the Jurassic, close to the base of the Fernie Group. The
presence of Fernie strata may be explained simply by small
scale normal faulting or by slumping from the nearby scarp
of Fernie and Kootenay strata to the west. Oswaldos theory
of the Howell Creek window involves many "coincidences",
i.e•• faults which appear to have a small displacement be-
cause of the near-coincidence of the strata on opposing
sides. but which are actually large and have brought strata
of different thrust plates into contact with each other.
All theories involve some "coincidences" but the author
feels that the fewer that are invoked, the more realistic
is the interpretation. As well as the Howell Creek fault,
which separates strata of different thrust plates, Oswaldos
interpretation entails the Harvey fault being downthrown to
the east instead of to the west and a small thrust in Mc-
Latchie Creek being a major normal fault. It also assumes
that the west-dipping reverse fault at the north end of
northeast MacDonald Range is an east=dipping normal fault.
Finally, it implies that the Flathead fault s~parates
._-----
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different thrust plates. However, since there is no con-
tinuity of structure across this fault, no objection can be
raised to this implication. Similarly, although neither
Price (1962) nor the author have mapped a fault in TWenty=
nine Mile Creek (the Howell Creek fault) one could certainly
postulate the existence of a major fault in the valley and
there is no outcrop evidence to prove or disprove it. The
Howell Creek fault between the Howell Creek window and
Lodgepole Lake has been mapped as a west=dipping reverse
fault by both Price and Jones. and in view of its geometry,
it is hard to accept Oswaldos interpretation of it as a
normal fault. Moreover. there is no topographic indication
that it is a large fault, with a vertical displacement of
at least 10,000 feet, which is implicit in Oswaldos inter=
pretation.
The third theory, that the Howell Creek window is a
graben involves a minimum of "coincidences" and supposes
that only the ijowell Creek fault has a displacement greater
than is apparent from the stratigraphic separation. and is
mechanically feasible. The greatest objection to it is
that it implies that the Cretaceous intrusive igneous rocks
overlying the TWentynine Mile thrust were tens of miles
west of the other intrusions before thrusting and that
their present close spatial association is;purely fortuitous.,
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Since all the intrusions are similar mineralogically and
those which have been sampled have given similar radioactive
age determinations (Gordy and Edwards~ 1962) this seems
improbable. It also implies that both the Harvey fault and
the Howell Creek fault have displacements of at least 15~OOO
feet. which is large for faults ha~ only local occurrence
and extending for not more than ten miles.
The authorOs theory is not without problems. which are
mechanical rather than at variance with any field evidence.
This interpretation necessitates reverse fault movement
within the Twentynine Mile overthrust plate but on a relative=
ly small scale. The peeling of the Cardium from the under=
lying strata in the Howell Creek window by the Howell and
Akan faults (Fig. 53). involves northwest=southeast com=
pression. although once again this is on a relatively small
scale. small enough that it can be explained in terms of
adjustment during the course of folding of the MacDonald
dome. This folding was subsequent to the thrusting and to
some of the normal faulting in the area (see discussion of
tectonic development).
Within the limits imposed by the field evidence. these
four interpretations are the only ones which account~ in
various degrees of satisfaction~ for all the observed pheno=
mena. The detailed mapping of critical localities by the
._--
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author has raised serious objections to the interpretations
of Price (1962) and Oswald (1964a). The other two theories.
one including some of Oswaldus concepts do not conflict with
field evidence although some problems still remain.
The fourth interpretation of the Howell Creek window is
the only one which does not imply that some of the Cretaceous
intrusions surrounding the window are separated from others
by major thrusts. All other interpretations imply the ex=
istence of two separate centers of intrusion. brought to=
gether by Laramide thrusting.
Both Oswald and the author suggest that the MacDonald
dome is underlain by a thrust at shallow depth. Beneath
this thrust must lie the hanging wall strata of the Lewis
thrust or Flathead fault if the two actually merge. This
fault must itself lie at a depth of about 20,000 feet sub=
sea. Although this sounds excessive. it is perfectly
reasonable if the fault lies close to the crystalline base=
ment for it is known from well evidence that in the Alberta
foothills. 20 miles east of the Flathead area, the basement.
which dips gently westward, lies at a depth of not less
than 15,000 feet subsea. and seismic evidence (p.116) in=
dicates that east of the Flathead fault, beneath the zone of
thrusting. Cambrian strata lie directly on the crystalline
basement and thus, it is not unlikely that the Flathead
._---------
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fault and Lewis thrust. combined at depth, flatten out west=
ward and lie close to the crystalline basement, underlying
the Purcell System.
It had been hoped that study of the Kishenehn formation
would indicate whether the Flathead fault separates strata
of different thrust plates. In this case, the plate exposed
west of the fault must once have been present on the east
(upthrow) side of the fault in the ancestral Clark Range,
and its erosion should have been reflected in the composi=
tion of the coarse deposits of the Kishenehn Formation that
were derived from the ancestral Clark Range. However, al=
though locally the clasts in conglomerates of the upper
member are of younger source rock than those in overlying
conglomerates, indicating erosion of progressively older
rocks in the source area, there is great variation along
strike. and all that can be deduced from a study of the con=
glomerates and breccias of the upper member of the Kishenehn
is that they were derived from an irregular surface of high
relief. Finer clastic deposits of the lower member are
derived largely from Purcell strata but there is no reason
to assume that they were derived from the ancestral Clark
Range like the coarse deposits. Purcell strata that are ex=
posed south and southwest of the area of Kishenehn deposition
may also have been source rocks.
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Sequence 2!Thrusting ~ ~ Eastern Rocky Mountains
A major problem of the Front Ranges and Foothills is
the sequence of thrusting. No new evidence was obtained
during the study of the Flathead area. but a review of the
problem is appropriate.
Although the RockY Mountains and Foothills have been
studied for many years. it is still uncertain whether the
western thrusts were formed first. followed by those further
east. or whether the easternmost thrust was the first to
form. followed by a progressive development of thrust to the
west. Evidence supports both cases. but none of it is con~
elusive.
Douglas (1950). discussing back~limb thrusts within a
major overthrust plate. shows convincingly how they form
in succession from east to west after emplacement of and
during folding of the original overthrust (Fig. 18a). North
and Henderson (1954) suggest a similar process for the en~
tire Front Range sub~provinces. However. the overall se~
quence of thrusting is regarded by many geologists as from
west to east. BUrne(1958. p. 55) states:
"Such a conception of origin (east~to~west
formations of thrusts) is not tenable on the
basis of comparatively high rigidity in the
fault slices produced by superimposed load.
Under these conditions it seems ~ch more prQb~
able that each fault slice emerged to the ea~t
from under the preceding overlying mass and
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carried it forward by slippl~g on a deeper fault
plane. Faulting within such a fault slice also
occurred by the development of "back limb" thrusts
originating from the deeper underlying fault."
When a single structural cross section through the dis~
turbed belt is considered, the concept of thrusts within a
major overthrust plate forming in reverse order to the
major thrust appears reasonable. However, when the regional
relationships are studied, a problem is immediately apparent.
No thrust plate is completely separated from those east and
west of it. In plan the thrusts lie in an ~ echelon pattern
and each major thrust passes laterally into a minor back
limb thrust within a more easterly major overthrust plate.
The Lewis thrust, for example, is a small back limb thrust
within the MOunt Rundle thrust plate in the Banff area. In
the Flathead area, where it is a major overthrust, the Lewis
thrust has a horizontal displacement of at least 20 miles
and is overlain by back limb thrusts in the Flathead Range.
The Mount Rundle thrust plate itself may be regarded as a
back limb thrust formed subsequent to the McConnell fault,
which is the frontal thrust of the Front ranges and under~
lies them as a sole thrust (North and Henderson, 1954).
Considering the geometry of the disturbed belt, it would
appear that the major thrusts formed from east to west, as










Figure 54. Diagram illu~trating ~tate~ (A, B) in the forma-
tion of back-limb thru~t faults (2, 3, 4) above
initial thrust. (U. W back-limb region; V.
front-limb region): A,··showing initial thrust
with small displacement; B, showing relationship
of back-limb thrust faults (2, 3, 4) to initial
thrust (1-1) after additional displacement.
(After Douglas. 1950) .
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The folding of thrusts is also related to the sequence
of thrusting. Many thrusts, including the lewis, are folded
into anticlines and synclines, in some cases having vertical
flanks. TWo opposing views have been expressed concerning
the origin of folded thrusts. One, by Scott (1951) is that
the thrusts were initially more or less evenly west~dipping
when emplaced and were folded by a l_ter period of compres~
sion. The other. by Douglas (1950) is that through "step
faulting". a process in which a thrust plane follows incom~
petent horizons for great distances but cuts steeply up~
section through competent units. a thrust plane is folded
initially at the time of its emplacement (Fig. 55). If the
compressive stress is not completely accommodated in this
manner. further foreshortening is by folding of the under~
lying strata which emphasizes the existing folding of the
thrust plane. However. in cases where there are many thrusts
lying above one another. the folding of the footwall strata
of the highest is due to movement of the next underlying
thrust. Folding of the underlying thrust is due to folding
of its footwall strata, in turn caused by folding of the
thrust beneath. Thus. if Douglas's theory of folded thrusts
is applied to a stacked sequence of thrusts, it is clear
that the folding of one thrust plane is caused by emplac~ment
of an underlying one, structurally to the east of it.





Figure 55a. Diagram representing course of incipient thrustplane (A=E)in a series of sedimentary rocks.
After Douglas (1950).
Figure 55b. Result of small displacement on fault plane
shown in Figure 55a. After Douglas (1950).
IL _
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Douglas himself (1950) describes the folding of back=limb
thrusts but invokes a different mechanism for their emplace=
menta According to him. the back limb thrusts are formed
during early folding of the major overthrust. and are them=
selves affected by the later stages of that folding. If
this is the case. folding of the back limb thrust is less
than that of the underlying thrust and associated strata be=
cause the latter were already folded slightly before em=
placement of the back limb thrust. However. in the disturbed
belt. it is common to find folded thrusts involved in very
large tight folds with closures of thousands of feet. over=
lying thrust structures that are only slightly folded and
have closures of hundreds of feet. TWo structures of this
type that have been drilled are the Chungo anticline. described
by Scott (1951) and the Stolberg anticline. described by
Thomas (1958). Both structures are in the central foothills
of Alberta.
If thrusting is followed'at a discrete time inte~val by
folding. as proposed by Scott (1951) the whole stratigraphic
column should be affected equally. although the response
would vary with the competence of the various rock types
involved. This is not the case. for the near=surface struc~
tures. are normally much larger than the de~per ones. as
described in the preceding paragraph. The most reasonable
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fact. close to the Lewis thrust, they all are bent eastward,
parallel to the salient.
So far, the discussion has been concerned mainly with
explanation of folded thrusts is that they are formed by
deformation of the strata beneath them, by folding and/or
thrusting. This implies a west-to-east sequence of thrust-
ing.
Beneath many major thrusts that have been penetrated
by wells in the Alberta foothills, see Fox (1959), the foot-
wall strata are cut by many small thrusts which dip more
steeply than the overlying thrust plate and should displace
it if they were formed later (i.e., if the sequence of
thrusting is from west to east). There is no evidence that
this takes place and almost all cross sections that have
been published. mostly with good well control, do not show
underlying thrusts penetrating overlying ones. This sug-
is possible that the underlying thrusts flatten themselves
against the overlying ones. On a large scale, in the Carbon-
dale map sheet (Norris, 1959). there are numerous large and
small thrusts in the foothills belt, east of the Lewis thrust
where it underlies the Flathead Range. that strike northwest-
southeast. If older than the Lewis thrust, they should be
truncated by the north edge of the\Cla.rk Range salient. In,
gests an east-to-west sequence of thrusting. However. it
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western thrust. This mechanism is in accordance with the
the geometrical aspect. When the time factor is considered,
the apparent contradiction of east-to-west thrusting in
overthrust plates which are themselves formed in a west to
east sequence is at least partly resolved. Consider a typi~
cal thrust, a hundred miles long, that has a maximum hori-
zontal displacement of ten miles in the central sector. If
the thrust moved all together, then the central part moved
much faster than the ends. Such a mechaP,\sm demands of the
rocks involved a rigidity far greater than their behavior
under compression suggests. It is far more likely that the
central sector moved first and for the longest period, while
the ends, which are small back limb thrusts in a more east~
erly thrust plate were the last to move, thus. although a
major thrust to the east moved after the one to the west.
its earlier movement preceded the latest movement of the
Structural Eyolution 2L the Flathead ~
The structures of the Flathead area are the products of
Laramide orogenic movements. Earlier orogenic movements and
epeirogenic movements affected the area only mildly. result-
ing in but minor tilting and vertical movement. The area
concept of deformation as a continuous process, rather than
emplacement of thrusts at discrete intervals.
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may be regarded as having been virtually undisturbed before
Laramide deformation, during which the sedimentary ro.cks of
the area behaved as a single, continuous stratified sequence.
Within the Flathead area the beginning of the Laramide
thrusting cannot be accurately dated because the youngest
deformed rocks exposed, of Late Cretaceous age, are consider~
ably older than the first thrusts in the area. Northeast of
the area, in the Alberta foothills, the youngest deformed
rocks that have been dated are of Middle and possible Upper
Paleocene age (Douglas, 1950).
Assuming that the major thrusts formed in a west~to~
east sequence, the Twentynine Mile thrust is the oldest
major thrust in the Flathead area, thrusting Precambrian and
Paleozoic strata eastward over younger rocks. In the vicinQ
ity of the MacDonald dome, this resulted in Precambrian and
Paleozoic strata in the hanging wall overlying Upper Cre~
taceous strata in the footwall. The thrust plane and its
hanging wall strata (referred to as the Twentynine Mile
thrust plate), were folded by the emplacement of the Lewis
thrust beneath them (Fig. 56, A and B). As the locus of
thrusting moved eastward, the Lewis thrust itself was folded
into anticlines and synclines in response to the development
of further thrust structures beneath it (Fig. 56 C). The
broad anticline in the Lewis thrust that is breached by the
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Cate Creek and Haig Brook windows in the Clark Range was
formed during the development of the underlying thrust plate.
It is this underlying structure that was drilled by the Shell~
Honolulu Flathead d~22~a and Facific Atlantic Flathead #1
wells. In a similar manner. an anticline in the Lewis plate
in the eastern Clark Range overlies the Waterton structure,
an important oil and gas field in southwest Alberta. Thus,
the regional syncline, which characterizes the overall
structure of the Clark Range, was formed by the uplift of
its flanks by development of the Waterton and Cate Creek
structures beneath them.
Prior to its emplacement, the incipient frontal (east)
edge of the Lewis thrust where it cut the Purcell sequence
plate lay approximately beneath the present geographic lo~
cation of the Flathead fault. The present angular cutoff of
the overlying Purcell strata in eastern Clark Range (Childers,
1963) shows that where it cut upward through the Purcell, the
Lewis thrust dipped westward at up to 20 degrees. Following
relaxation of compressional stress, the Flathead fault was
initiated. along the line of what had earlier been the in~
cipient east edge of the Clark Range salient of the Lewis
thrust plate. By this time. the relatively steep dip of the
thrust plane (up to 20 degrees) had been increased by the
later folding and the steepest part of the Lewis thrust
L _
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plane was followed by the Flathead fault (Fig. 56 D). On
the west (downthrown) side of the Flathead fault. the entire
sequence overlying the Lewis thrust. including the TWenty=
nine Mile plate overthrust, slid down the earlier=formed
thrust plane, leaving the strata overlying the Lewis thrust
east of the Flathead fault completely detached from their
roots. Although there is evidence. discussed in a previous
chapter. that the Flathead fault merges with the Lewis thrust
near the surface, there is no indication whether or not the
two faults "unmerge" at depth. The Lewis thrust may occur
in the hanging wall of the Flathead fault at depth as shown
in figure 50 (after Oswald) or it may coincide with it as
shown in figures 51 and 52. Both alternatives are shown in
figure 56, illustrating the development of the structure of
the Flathead area. In the half=graben formed by the movement
of the Flathead fault. at least 15,000 feet of sediments of
the Kishenehn Formation, were deposited. Fossils in the
lower part of the Kishenehn are Early Oligocene or late
Eocene (Russell. 1954, 1955). This dates the movement of
the Flathead fault approximately. It was initiated prior to
Kishenehn deposition and continued at least until after all
the presently exposed Kishenehn was deposited. At the time
of the initial motion of the Flathead fault. the TWentynine
Mile thrust was sub=horizontal for several miles west of
T 1062
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adjacent to the Flathead fault. Faulting within the dome
was initiated early in its formation for although the
Kishenehn was deposited on sub~horizontal beds. some of
the normal faults had already formed. This is proven by
the existence of an isolated occurrence of Kishenehn con~
the fault. dipping moderately steeply westward beyond that.
This was the structure later to become the MacDonald dome,
but at this stage only the west flank had been formed. and
the Kishenehn deposited close to the downthrown side of the
fault was laid down on near~horizontal tho~gh deeply eroded
Paleozoic and Mesozoic rocks of the Twentynine Mile thrust
plate. The MacDonald dome began to form by downwarping of
the horizontal sector of the Twentynine Mile thrust plate
Donald dome. As the east flank of the dome became more
glomerate lying on the upthrown side only of a normal fault.
Its absence on the downthrown side shows clearly that it was
deposited after the movement of the fault.
The formation of the Howell Creek window took place
concurrently with the formation of the MacDonald dome. The
first fault to form was the Harvey fault. presumably at
about the same time as the other normal faults in the Mac~
depressed. the Akan and Howell faults were developed on the
downthrown side of the Harvey fault, uplifting Upper Creta~
ceous strata underlying the Twentynine Mile thrust between
~---------------
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them. This movement was matched by corresponding motion in
the central sector of the Harvey fault in the opposite sense
to its original movement, i.e., reverse fault movement along
what was originally a normal fault plane (Fig. 52). At the
same time, the reverse faults northwest of the Akan fault
and southwest of the Howell fault were emplaced. The result
of these movements was diapiric uplift of the Cretaceous
strata in the Howell Creek window together with a portion of
the overlying Twentynine Mile thrust plate. At the same
time those portions of the Twentynine Mile thrust plate
north and south of the Akan and Howell faults respectively
moved towards each other as shown by Fig. 53.
The present topography of the area west of Flathead
fault was being developed at the same time as the movements
described. Subsequent glaciation modified this topography,
which was characterized by high relief in the Tertiary. At
least one present=day valley in the area was over 800 feet
deep during Kishenehn deposition. Probably other valleys
in the area are also exhumed Tertiary valleys.
In summary, the MacDonald dome was developed in two
stages. The west flank was formed during the early thrust=
i08 in the area but the east flank was not formed until
much later, as a result of movement of the Flathead fault.
The Howell Creek window was formed by differeptial movements
IL _
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within the TWentynine Mile thrust plate during the formation
/





Detailed mapping in the Flathead area has led to a re-
interpretation of structures on the downthrown (west) side of
the Flathead fault. It has been shown that the northwest
boundary of the Howell Creek window is a relatively small re-
verse fault of local extent only, not a major low-angle thrust
as previously mapped. The Twentynine Mile thrust, originally
mapped as the Lewis thrust, forming the southwest boundary of
the window, is a major thrust structurally higher than the
Lewis.
Re-interpretation of the structure of the Howell Creek
window leads to the conclusion that a large area west of the
Flathead fault, including the MacDonald dome, is underlain by
the Twentynine Mile thrust, and the throw of the Flathead
fault, which appears on the basis of stratigraphic separation.
to be of the order of 15,000 feet,is actually greater than
25,000 feet.
The structures of the Flathead area were formed during
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the Laramide orogeny, by thrusting, and associated folding in
the Eocene or Late Paleocene. The TWentynine Mile thrust is
the oldest major thrust in the Flathead area. Following its
emplacement, it was folded by emplacement of the Lewis thrust
beneath and to the east of it. The Lewis thrust itself be-
came folded by the development of later thrusts beneath it.
The period of thrusting and folding was followed by the de-
velopment of the F!athead and other normal faults during the
Late Eocene and Oligocene. The Flathead fault was emplaced
along the line of breakaway of the east edge of the Clark
Range salient of the Lewis thrust, to which it is genetically
related. The half-graben formed on the downthrown side of the
Flathead fault was filled with at least 15,000 feet of fine to
coarse continental deposits. The finer deposits, containing
Late Eocene or Early Oligocene faunas were succeeded by
breccias and conglomerates derived largely from the highland
area to the east. The later deposits contain clasts of
Paleozoic and Proterozoic rocks hundreds of feet across, that
could only have been transported by slumping.
The MacDonald dome was formed in two stages. The west
flank was formed by the early thrusting and folding of the
area. The east flank was formed later, by downdropping of
strata adjacent to the Flathead fault.
Unlike the tectonic windows in the Clark Range, which
L _
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were formed by erosion through the folded Lewis thrust plate.
the Howell Creek window is the result of erosion through a
diapiric structure which was formed during the later stage of
development of the Mac~aId dome. by differential movements
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Terminology follows the usage of Williams, Turner and
Gilbert (1954).
Petrographic descriptions of Cretaceous intrusive






Sample No. PRC 30 - 15
Texture
Porphyritic-phaneritic, coarse to very coarse euhedral
feldspar phenocrysts, corroded aegirine-augite and garnet
phenocrysts. Feldspars commonly zoned, also some pyroxenes,
some of which are intergrown with garnet. Microcrystalline
orthophyric groundmass,phenocrysts 60%, groundmass 40%.
Composition
Alkali feldspar (orthoclase) 75%
Aegirine-augite 20%
Melanite 5%
Groundmass of composition similar to phenocrysts.
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Figure 57. 'Photomicrograph of trachyte, east flank of Mac-
Donald dome, showing orthoclase phenocrysts and
aegirine-augite, which is associated withmelan-
ite. Groundmass highly altered. Ordinary light
x 12.
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Sample No. PRC 30-16 (Figure 58)
Texture
Porphyritic-aphanitic. Euhedral megaphenocrysts up to
1 em. diam. of alkali feldspar in microcrystalline trachytic
groundmass. Feldspars zoned and badly weathered. Pheno-
crysts 70~. groundmass 30~.
Composition
Phenocrysts






Figure 58. Photomicrograph of porphyritic trachyte near the
Howell Creek window. Anorthoclase phenocrysts
up to 2 em. long in microcrystalline trachytic










Sample No. PRC 30~17
Texture
Porphyritic~phaneritic.medium to coarse euhedral and
subhedral feldspar phenocrysts, cloudy and highly altered,







Porpyritic~phaneritic, badly fractured and microbrecciated,
cataclastic texture. Euhedral to anhedral feldspar mega~
phenocrysts up to 1 em long, microcrystalline orthophyric











Sample No. PRC 30~19
Texture
Medium to coarse subhedral feldspar phenocrysts. badly
altered, commonly zoned and rimmed. in microcrystalline
groundmass. which is also highly altered. Secondary quartz
and calcite occur in druses. Phenocrysts 60%. groundmass 40%.
Composition
Phenocrysts
Alkali feldspar, mainly anorthoclase
Groundmass







Sample No. PRC 30Q19
Texture
Medium to coarse subhedral feldspar phenocrysts, badly
altered. commonly zoned and rimmed, in microcrystalline
groundmass. which is also highly altered. Secondary quartz
and calcite occur in druses. Phenocrysts 60%. groundmass 40%.
Composition
Phenocrysts
Alkali feldspar, mainly anorthoclase
Groundmass






Sample No. PRC 30-20
Texture
Porphyritic-phaneritic.medium euhedral feldspar pheno-
crysts oriented sub-parallel, in microcrystalline to fine-
grained trachytic groundmass. Aegirine-augite micropheno-
crysts rimmed with aegirine, which occurs as acicular micro-
phenocrysts.
Anhedral analcite in groundmass.




Alkali feldspar (sanidine) 80%








Trachytic, porphyritic~aphanitic. Euhedral micropheno~






Alkali feldspar, possibly sodie feldspatho1ds.
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Sample No. PRC 30~22
Texture
Porphyritic~aphanitic. Randomly oriented medium
euhedral feldspar megaphenocrysts. largely altered. in fine-
grained orthophyric feldspar groundmass.
Phenocrysts 70%. groundmass 30%.
Composition






AegirineQaugite and aegirine 10%
Scattered melanite phenocrysts associated with
Sample No. PRC 30~23
Texture
Porphyritic~pphanitic,·r~ndomly oriented subhedral
feldspar megaphenocrysts up to 2 em. in length, zoned and
highly altered, in phaneritic orthophyric groundmass.
Aegirine-augite occurs as fine-grained subhedral micro- and
mega~phenocrysts, in some cases rimmed with aegirine.
Composition
Phenocrysts










sample No. PRC 30~24
Porphyritic~aphanitic. Medium euhedral to subhedral
feldspar laths oriented sub~parallel in microcrystalline
orthophyric groundmass. Phenocrysts and groundmass highly
altered. Phenocrysts 50%, groundmass 50%.
Composition







Sample No. PRC 30=26
Texture
Porphyritic=aphanitic. Euhedral feldspar phenocrysts
up to 2 cm. in length, highly altered, oriented sub=parallel
in subordinate microcrystalline trachytic groundmass.
Phenocrysts 90%, groundmass 10%.
Composition
Alkali feldspar (orthoclase) 99%
Magnetite, finely disseminated throughout groundmass, 1%
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Texture
Sample No. PRC 30-28
Porphyritic-aphanitic. Euhedral fel~spar phenocrysts
up to 1 em. in length, euhedral mega phenocrysts and micro-
phenocrysts of pyroxene, in microcrystalline trachytic
groundmass. Feldspar not zoned. Groundmass highly altered.














Sample No. PRC 30~29
Boulder in Cardium Formation.
Texture
Porphyritic~aphanitic. Euhedral feldspar laths up to
2 em. in length oriented sub-parallel. flighly altered and
fractured. in microcrystalline trachytic groundmass. Calcite
present as alteration product throughout phenocrysts and









Sample No. PRe 30~30
Boulder in Kishenehn Formation
Texture
PorphyriticQaphanitic. Subhedral equant coarse me~aQ
phenocrysts of feldspar, rimmed and altered throughout,
subhedral pyroxene microphenocrysts, in highly altered
microcrystalline groundmass. Plagioclase phenocrysts rimmed
with orthoclase. Phenocrysts 70%, groundmass 30%.
Composition






Sample No. PRC 30Q32
Contact metamorphism of limestone by syenite
Texture
Granular garnet with subordinate anhedral diopside










Sample No. PRC 30-35 (Figure 59)
Contact of syenite and limestones
Texture
Syenite: medium-grained phaneritic. Euhedral feldspar
laths in sub-parallel orientation.
Contact zone. about 5 romthick. dense. amorphous. isotropic
Limestone: altered to garnet with scattered anhedral diop-
side microphenocrysts. Remanent calcite scattered throughout.
Composition
Syenite












Figure 59. Photomicrograph of contact between syenite and
limestone, showing amorphous contact zone about
5 mm thick, and alteration of limestone to
grossularite and diopside, with a trace of






sample No. PRC 30~36
Texture
Porphyritic~aphanitic. Medium to coarse grained euhedral
feldspar megaphenocrysts, cloudy and altered, subhedral py~
roxene and hornblende mega- and micro-phenocrysts. Pheno~
crysts randomly oriented. Microcrystalline groundmass.
















Sample No. PRC 30~37
Texture
Porphyritic~aphanitic. Ooarse euhedral to subhedral
feldspar phenocrysts. cloudy and altered. euhedral hornblende
microphenocrysts. in microcrystalline trachytic groundmass.
Overall cataclastic texture. some phenocrysts deformed.





Sample No. PRO 30~38
Texture
Aphanitic microcrystalline sub~trachytic. Rare feldspar











Alkali feldspar, mainly orthoclase
Groundmass
Alkali feldspar 95%
Hematite & calcite 5%
Sample No. PRO 30~39
Texture
Porphyritic~aphanitl~ Coarse to very coarse euhedral
feldspar megaphenocrysts, mostly cloudy and altered, a few
with clear centers, in microcrystalline trachytic groundmass.
Groundmass partly altered to calcite and hematite. Pheno-




Sample No. PRC 30~40
Texture
202
Forphyritic~phaneritic. Coarse euhedral feldspar mega-
phenocrysts, euhedral to subhedral zoned and twinned horn-
blende in microcrystalline orthophyric groundmass, feldspars
cloudy, few with clear centers. Biotite altered to chlorite.


















Figure 60. Photomicrograph of hornblende trachytep BerylCreek. Trachyte Ridge. Alkali feldspar pheno~
crysts and zoned hornblende in microcrystalline
groundmass. Crossed nicols. x 12.
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Sample No. PRC 30=41
Texture
Porphyritic~aphanitic to seriate. SUbhedral micro~
phenocrysts of feldspar. anhedral mega~ and micro-phenocrysts
of hornblende, commonly twinned, in orthophyric to trachytic
microcrystalline groundmass. Magnetite occurs as a replace-










Sample No. Formation Lat. 490 Long. 1140PRC 30~ or Group lDeation ~"",OQ_" N, ..,~"",'lf"'"<:>" We
Thin sections
1 Purcell -~~ Hollebeke 22°12" 34°30"Lava Mtn.
2 Appekunny S. side 19°10" 32°40"(dike!) St. Eloi
Brook
3 Purcell S. side 12°28" 26°30"Lava Middlepass
Creek




5 Blairmore Haig Brook 13°40" 29°07"window
6 Blairmore Haig Brook 13 °40" 29°07"window
7 Blairmore Haig Brook 14°25" 29°15"(float) window
8 Crowsnest Haig Brook 13040" 29°07"window
9 Crowsnest. Haig Brook 13°40" 29°07"boulder in window
tuff




Sample No. Formation Lat. 490 Long. 1140PRC 30= or Group Location ......,.II'_g" N. .........0_ ." W •
11 Crowsnest Type sec~ 35'26" 32'20"tion.
Coleman,
Alberta
12 do. do. 35023" 32'14"
13 do. do. 35°19" 32008"
14 do. do. 35'19" 32'08"lithic
fragment




16 Cretaceous Head of 16'30" 42'55"intrusion Harvey Ok.
17 do. Akan fault 16'10" 41°55"
18 do. Head of 15100" 43130"Howell Ok.
19 do. do. 14105" 43°40"
200 do. Ridge 13°20" 40°15"between
Howell Ck.& 29=Mile
Ck.
21 do. do. 13'10" 39130"
22 do. do. 13°40" 42'30"
23 do. do. 13048" 43135"
24 do. do. 13112" 39140"




Sample No. Formation Lat. 490 Long. 1140
PRC 30Q or GllOuP Looation ±-catfQ .... " N. ""ClIG"",,,,,," W.
26 Cretaoeous do. 13'50" 43' 35"
intrusion
27 Elko. 3' do. 13'50" 43'35"
from 26
28 Cretaceous Trachyte 11'30" 31'35"
intrusion Ridge
29 Pebble in Howell Ck. 13'00" 39'35"
Cardium window
30 Boulder in M:i.ddlepass 12'15" 26'40"
Kishenehn Creek
31 Living stone N.E. MacQ 10'30" 36'00"
next to Donald
intrusion Range
32 do. do. 10'30" 36'00"
33 do. do. 10'30" 36'00"
34 do. do. 10'30" 36'00"




36 Cretaceous Traohyte 09'50" 33'45"
intrusion Ridge
37 do. do. 10'20" 34'05"
38 do. do. 10'18" 32'30"
39 do. do. 10'30" 32'00"
40 do. Beryl Ck. 10'10" 31'20"




Sample No. Formation Lat. 490 Long. 1140PRO 30- or Group Location ""c:.o"",_" N. co .... ,"",,,,"" W.
Fossils
42 Blackstone? Harvey Ok. 16'08" 41'50"
43 Cardium Howell Ok. 14'00" 39'20"
44 Fernie Lodgepole 17'25" 43'10"Lake
45 Kishenehn Couldrey 02'25" 31'55"Creek
46 Wapiabi Howell Ok. 15'30" 42' 50"window
47 Top of Haig Brook 13'40" 29'07"Blairmore window
48 I<1shenehn Commerce 08' 12" 29'00"Oreek





1. Precambrian ~ Cambrian Ip pocket
2. DeVOnian In pocket
3. Devonian In pocket
4. Mississippian In pocket
s. Tertiary In pocket
1
